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Wilson Boy's ©and.
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^gdieatgd to Willis

Serru

t1.

flugust 9. 1928 - October

II.

200S

t1. Sizrry was a li/jz long rszsidsznt of farmington.
tig was an aetivg rjigmbgr 0/ thg
eommunity having sszrvgd on thiz Board of digljzetmszn for 10 ygars (19S0-I990). ©uring his
timsz hg was always proud to rgprgsgnt fhg eitizizns of f armington.

Willis

"tliz

brought to

many hours

thsz

of

board a

his

dszsirg for

and for

Vim?.,

what was
that

thg

bszst

for this Town.

In

serving, hg gaviz

Town thanks him and rgeognizgs
Town fldministrator).

his

contribution", as quotszd by John §eruton (form (z;r

Willis (jnjoyjzd voluntgszring his timg at thjz Intizr-faith

thg holidays, Willis

would

food pantry

sharfz his lovg of music, playing

thsz

in

farmington. ^During

guitar and singing for arjza

seniors.

tijZ

was also known

for his

commitment

29 yszars a§ a bus driver and
Willis

touched

thsz livjzs

tlis friszndship will b(Z

of

21 yszars

to thiZ

many farmington

missgd by

all.

farmington School

ajystjzm,

having worked

as a custodian.

"Rizsidiznts

and

will

always

b(Z in

our thoughts,

Board of ^dgetmen'a Chairman's 1?gport
200S

Cizntral §tr(Z!Zt

rizgrgtfully acegptgd th(Z rfzsignation of ©szborah Is^iZ as farmington's
Cmgrgizncy ManaggiDiznt IDiriZctor. Ms. Liisz has hjzld that position for fivsz ygars and Iszd us
through two major floods, onfs in 2006 and thg othszr in 2007. l)h(Z was also instrumizntal in thiz
adoption of the Town's emfsrgizney Managszmiznt plan. On bjzhalf of \H ©oard of ligl^ctm^n,
would likiz to thank hizr for a job Wfill doniz. f irg Chiszf "Richard fowlszr was appointizd as th(2 ngw
eMf) and was soon ts2stszd with a major icg storm in 2;arly "Dszcizmbszr. Chiizf fowl^zr along with
policy y^ut^nant Kizvin Willgy as w^ll as all of thsz Town's dizpartmsint hgads passszd th(Z tgst
with high marks and W(Z arsz fortunatjz to hav^ p^opliz lik^ that working for our community.

Thg Board of s)^\ie\mm

I

Wsz haviz two major issuizs that

wg

nsz^d

to

dszal

with

that

havg

bszfzn

mandatszd by

thsz

Cnvironmizntal protszction -flgizncy (Cpfl) and thg Nszw tiampshirsz "Dizpartmsznt of Cnvironmizntal
l)szrvie(2s {f>^s>) and th(zy will b(Z costly. Th(z landfill has a closursz datg of 2010. ThiZ original dat(2
Wsz havsz b(2(zn ablsz to gizt (zxt(^nsions that allowed us to raisfz mor^ dollars to put
toward closing of thsz landfill. Wsz arsz rszquszsting anothszr szxtsznsion so Wsz can eontinusz to raissz
rszvsznufz and limit thsz amount of bonding that Wsz havg to do.

was 2003 and

Thsz

second mandatsz, and most

costly,

is thsz

updatsz of

thsz

wastszwatszr trszatmsznt plant to mszszt

Qpi\ and ©Ca). Thg Town has rsztainszd thsz sszrvicszs of Wright and
piszrcsz sznginszszring firm to do thsz tszsting, pszrmitting, and dszsigning of thsz nszw plant that Will
satisfy thsz CPfl rszquirszmsznts and bsz thsz Iszast costly to thsz Town. Thsz szstimat^ of thsz cost of
construction is approximatszly 12.5 million dollars, somg of which will bsz grant monszy. Thsz
sszsz it thszrsz arsz thrszsz
quszstion of who pays for thsz plant will rszquirsz lots of discussion, fls
positions that havsz to eomsz tog^thszr. gomsz that arsz not on Town sszwszr fg;szl that thszy should not
havg to pay bszcaussz thszy havsz to maintain thszir own sszptic systszm. Thossz on thsz Town sszwszr
say thszy wszrsz mandatszd to go on thsz Town's systszm and agrszsz that thgy should pay thsz
opszration and managszmsznt cost of thsz plant but cannot afford to pay thsz construction cost by
said, this dszmands a lot of
thszmsszlvszs. Thsz othszr position sszszms to bsz a littlsz bit of both, fls
thoughtful discussion. Othszr than that, farmington rszmains a wondszrful plaesz to livsz.
thsz

standards

rszquirszd

by

thsz

1

I

Rszspszctfully submittszd

McCarthy
Chairman
Gszrald

Town

ildministrator's

2008 l^gport
What can

om

say? On

th(Z

national

Iszvizl,

a

ngw

pr^sidiznt, a

collapsing, gas rizaehing $4.00 dollars a gallon,

/unds virtually disappearing, and

On

thiz

local

liZVfzl, thiz

thjz

th;2

stock

world (zeonomy virtually

raarkizt tanking, riztirizmiznt

unjZiDploymiznt ratg stfzadily rising.

finalization of thfz Collins

&

fiikmann bankruptcy,

thsz

bizating

back

of a tax abatizmgnt rszqugst by the same, an accounting malfunction on the school side,
contributed to an inordinate delay in getting out taxes, in turn requiring the Town to take

out of a Tax fintieipation Note (TfIN) for the first time in recent memory; an ice storm of
historic proportions; a winter season breaking all time snowfall records.

Through this the entire Town came through. We managed to maintain services, to keep
our costs under control, and to come in under budget; for the second year in a row the
citizens of farmington have been able to realize a decrease in their property taxes.
©espite the negative news we have been able to keep moving forward, fl water line was
run into the Opera House for the purpose of providing adequate water flow for fire
suppression. Within the month of february bids will be received and accepted for the
long delayed installation of a sprinkler system at the Opera House. We anticipate by the
beginning of summer that the system will be up and running thereby no longer
necessitating a fire ©ept standby for public events.
Likewise, to those of you that have been recently suffering thru a chilly Opera
tlouse/Town Hall, that problem has also been addressed. The main steam boiler was
found to be rotted out and has been recently replaced, fls a result of the new boiler
coming on line it was also discovered that there were numerous breaks in one of the
steam pipes running under the concrete floor. That piping was rerouted and the new
boiler is happily perking along and easily maintaining a comfortable temperature in that
beautiful facility.
facility to be mentioning is the old Collins & fiikmann building and
warehouse. Presently owned by the litate and under the direction of a Trustee, that
property is being aggressively marketed by the litate economic development team. am
pleased to report that there have been and continue to be some legitimate interested
parties that could bring some revitalization to the plant as well as some much needed jobs
to this immediate area. a)tay tuned for details but
have been informed that the §tate is
planning a meeting with an interested buyer in order to sell them on this property.

The other notable

I

—

—

1

However, the elephant sitting in the room demands attention, namely the Wastewater
Treatment plant. It has served the Town for some 33 years. It is outdated, overcapacity,
and currently under orders from both the 0§ Qpi\ and Ntl '&Q§> orders which do not
spell out anything good. The point of the matter is this; the plant needs an upgrade and
renovation. It will be expensive. It must be done By the time you read this report there

—

.

havjz bizgn public mfZfztings, eabliz ehanngi 26 videos, and informational mailings to
address this dizbatsz. wont rizvisit thg issuiz hszrfi szxeszpt to say that this will not go away
and thg eizrtainty that it will (ZV^ntually b(Z built is much liksz th(2 sun rising in thg gast and
will

I

setting in

thsz W(z:st.

summary, thjz coming months will bg chall(znging financially, fiscally, and logistically.
But want to assur^z you that all thg Town izmployszizs will b(Z working on your bf^half in
ordizr to kfjszp you safg and makg things b^ttizr whilsz at th(Z samiz timsz kjzszping our costs
undjzir control and affordable.
In

I

On

behalf of the

Town

of farmington's employees'

I

thank you for the opportunity and

privilege of serving you.

Respectfully,

flnthony p. Mineu

Town

fidministrator

Isate 1800's, Isoeke's

Livery

on Crowley & Mechanic

Tony

with Cd,

his Belgian ©raft tiorse

2009

TOWN WARRANT

To the Inhabitants of the Town of Farmington in the County of Strafford qualified to vote in Town affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at Town Hall in said Town of Farmington on Tuesday, the tenth day of March
next (3/10/2009), at eight o'clock

in the

forenoon (8:00AM) to cast your ballot for

Town

Officers and for

questions required by law to be on the ballot. Polls will close no earlier than seven o'clock in the evening

(7:00PM). The remainder of the Warrant will be acted upon beginning
(7:00PM), Wednesday, the 1 1"" day of March 2009 (3/11/2009).
Article

at

seven o'clock

in

the evening

Election of Officers

1.

To choose two Selectmen for three years; three Budget Committee Members for three years; one Budget
Committee Member for two years; one Budget Committee Member for one year; one Treasurer for one year;
one Trustee of the Trust Fund for three years. (Official Ballot)
Article 2.

- Zoning Amendments

Amendment
Are you

1

in favor of the

adoption of

Amendment No.

ordinance as follows: hisert in Section

1

1

as

proposed by the planning board for the town zoning

14 definitions for "Hazardous Impact", Principal Structure", Principal

.

Use" and "Words and Phrases not Defined".

Amendment
Are you

2
of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the planning board for the town zoning

in favor

ordinance as follows:
Certificate for

all

Amend

Section 1.02(D)(3) "Business Use Certificate Required", requiring a Business

Site Plan Applications be obtained

from the Code Enforcement Officer, prior

Use

to Site Plan

approval.

Amendment
Are you

3

in favor

Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the planning board for the town zoning
Move Appendix 2 - "Impact Fees" to Section 3.23 "Impact Fees".

of the adoption of

ordinance as follows:

Amendment 4
Are you

in favor of the

ordinance as follows:
14,

2006"

adoption of

Amend

Amendment No. 4

as proposed

by the planning board for the town zoning

Section 3.04 "Development of Rear Lots" by adding the effective date of "March

to subsection (B) I).

Amendment 5
Are you

in

favor of the adoption of

Amendment No.

5 as proposed by the planning board for the

town zoning

ordinance as follows: Establish the Commercial Business (CB) District, eliminate the Office Research Business

(ORB)

Overlay (C/IBO) District, and amend boundaries of the
Town Map as proposed on the map entitled "Town of Farmington New Hampshire
and Other Protected Areas", with a print date of 6 January 2009. And also to amend Sections

District, establish a Commercial/Industrial

districts

Zoning

and the

Districts

2.00, 2.07

official

and 2.08

to

be consistent with the new

district regulations.

Amendment 6
Are you

in

favor of the adoption of

ordinance as follows:

Amend

Amendment No. 6

as proposed

by the planning board

for the

town zoning

Section 1.02(D) "Site Plan Authority", establishing a Site Plan Review Committee

and a review process to review all Site Plan Applications under 1,000 sq.ft. or 25% of building area, whichever
is less, which do not create a "Hazardous Impact". All other applications, and those with a "Hazardous Impact",
will go to the Planning Board.

Amendment 7
Are you

in favor of the

adoption of

Amendment No.

ordinance as follows:

Amend Appendix

amending the Zoning

District

names

I

7 as proposed by the planning board for the town zoning

"Landscaping" by moving

to the

renamed

Districts

if

it

to Section 3.21

Amendment

5 passes.

"Landscape", and

Amendment
Are you

8

in favor

requirements for

Amendment No. 8 as proposed by the planning board for the town zoning
Management Ordinance" establishing Access Management

of the adoption of

ordinance as follows:

Add

all lots

Section 3.20 "Access

fronting

on

NH Route

1

1

that require Site Plan or Subdivision Approval.

Amendment 9
Are you

in favor

of the adoption of

ordinance as follows:

Amend

Amendment No. 9

as

proposed by the planning board for the town zoning

Section 3.01 "Relationship of Buildings to Lots" by allowing more than one (I)

principal structure on a single lot in the CB, IB and C/EBO Districts with frontage on Route 1 and following
and Access Management regulations, and adding subsection (3) establishing minimum setbacks
between such principal structures on a single lot. This amendment will only be effective if Amendments 5
1

Site Plan

and 8 are approved.
Wastewater

Article 3:

Facilities

Plan

see whether the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,600,000 (twelve million six hundred
thousand dollars) for the purposes of design and construction of a Wastewater Treatment Facility in order to
meet the requirements of US Environmental Protection Agency Administrative Order dated April 30, 2008 and
New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services Sewer Moratorium dated January 5, 2009, and further

To

up to $5,700,000 (five million, seven hundred thousand dollars) of bonds or notes for these purposes in
accordance with RSA Chapter 33, the Municipal Finance Act, and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to issue,
to issue

and deliver such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest, maturity and other terms for
and furthermore to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend grants in the
amount of up to $ 6,900,000 ( six million nine hundred thousand dollars)for this purpose.
negotiate, sell
this purpose,

The proposed

project will consist of the design and construction of: wastewater treatment facility upgrades,

and collection system investigations and improvements to reduce
and inflow. Failure of this article will result in the US Environmental Protection Agency requiring
to immediately schedule a Special Town Meeting for the purpose of re-voting this matter.

effluent disposal rapid infiltration basins
infiltration

the

Town

The debt

service of this project will be funded by

Sewer User Rates

-

50%; General Taxation 50%.

(See

Informational Page for dollar amount breakdowns)

Appropriation
State/Federal Grants

& Misc Funding

Proceeds Bonds/Notes

Amount

to

be raised 2009 Taxes

12.6 Million
6.9 Million (Estimate)
5.7 Million

0.00

Recommended by Board of Selectmen.
Recommended by the Budget Committee
(2/3-majority ballot vote required)
Article 4

To see

if

Sixty Six
of

Operating Budget
the

Town

will vote to raise

and appropriate the sum of $ 5,866,792 (Five Million, Eight Hundred
Dollars) for the operation, expenses, and commitments
column No. 6 (The Budget Committee's Budget) in

Thousand and Seven Hundred Ninety Two

Town Government which

represents the bottom line of

the posted budget (MS-7). This appropriation does not include any of the appropriations presented individually
in Articles 5

Article 5

To

through 21. (Majority Vote Required)

Fire Dept

Town

Command

Vehicle

and appropriate the sum of $24,000 (Twenty Four Thousand Dollars) for the
Vehicle, those monies to be withdrawn from the Fire Vehicle/ Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund. (Majority Vote required)
see

if

the

will raise

purchase of a Fire Chief

Command

Fire Dept Defibrillator

Article 6

Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $17,000 (Seventeen Thousand Dollars) for the
purchase of a 12 lead LifePak Defibrillator for use on the Farmington Ambulance, and to withdraw those monies
from the Fire Department Vehicle/Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. (Majority Vote Required)

To

see

the

if

Recreation Dept

Article 7

To

Town

Van

sum of $16,000 (Sixteen Thousand Dollars) for the purchase of a
used multi passenger van for the Recreation Depaitment, those monies to be withdrawn from the from the
see

the

if

will raise appropriate the

Recreation Equipment Capital Reserve Fund, (Majority Vote required)
Police Cruiser

Article 8

To

see

Town

the

if

will vote to raise

and appropriate $26,150.00 (Twenty Six Thousand,

One Hundred and

Fifty Dollars) for the purchase of one Chevrolet Impala police cruiser and to authorize the withdrawal of

$6500.00 (Six Thousand Five Hundred Dollars) of surplus funds from the Police Outside Details Special
Revenue Fund to apply toward this purchase, with the balance of $19,650.00 (Nineteen Thousand, Six
Hundred and Fifty Dollars) to come from general taxation. (Majority Vote Required)

Generator Municipal Offices

Article 9

To

Town

and appropriate the sum of $12,000 (Twelve Thousand Dollars) for the purchase and
emergency generator system for power back up at the Municipal Town Offices. This will allow
the Municipal Offices to be used as an Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in the case of catastrophic events,
i.e. ice storms, floods. (Majority Vote required)
if

the

will raise

installation of an

Emergency Medical Motorized

Article 10

To

Town

CRF

and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 (Fifteen Thousand Dollars) to be
added to the previously established Emergency Medical Motorized Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. The
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
see

if

the

Future Technology

Article 11

To

will vote to raise

Town

CRF

and appropriate the sum of $ll,000(Eleven Thousand Dollars) to be
The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
see

added

the

if

will vote to raise

to the previously established

Future Technology Improvements Capital Reserve Fund.

Public Buildings Maintenance

Article 12

CRF

To

see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,500.00(Eight Thousand Five Hundred
Dollars) to be added to the previously established Public Buildings Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund. The

Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend
Article 13

Public Safety Building

To

Town

(Majority vote required)

CRF

and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 (Ten Thousand Dollars) to be
Reserve Fund. The Selectmen recommend
appropriation. The Budget Committee does not recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote

see

if

added
this

this appropriation.

the

will vote to raise

to the previously established Public Safety Building Capital

required)

Recreation Equipment

Article 14

To

Town

CRF

and appropriate the sum of $3,500(Three Thousand Five Hundred
The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
see

if

the

will vote to raise

Dollars) to be added to the previously established Recreation Equipment Capital Reserve Fund.

Article 15

Fire Vehicle/Equipment

To

Town

CRF

and appropriate the sum of $7,500 (Seven Thousand, Five Hundred Dollars) to
be added to the previously established Fire Vehicle/Equipment Capital Reserve Fund. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority Vote required)
see

if

the

will raise

Article 16

To

see

if

the

Water Infrastructure Replacement CRF
will vote to establish a new Water Infrastructure Replacement Capital Reserve Fund

Town

the purpose of replacing and/or rehabilitating aging water infrastructure such as water lines, water

and

for

pumps, wells

and appropriate the sum of $25,000 (Twenty Five Thousand Dollars) to be placed into The Water
Replacement Fund with the Board of Selectmen to be named as agents for said Fund. The Board

to raise

Infrastructure

of Selectmen and Budget Committee

Town Employee

Article 17

To

Town

recommend

this Article.

Financial Obligation

(Majority Vote Required)

CRF

and appropriate the sum of $8,500 (Eight Thousand Five Hundred
Town Employee Financial Obligation Capital Reserve Fund
in order to meet an obligation towards one anticipated retirement this year. The Board of Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this Article. (Majority Vote Required)
see

if

the

will vote to raise

Dollars) to be added to the previously established

Article 18

To

see

if

the

Building Permit Fee Allocation SRF
will vote to change the allocations under the provisions of RSA 3 1 :95-c which the

Town

Town

voted in 2004 and which provided for the establishment of a Building hispector Special Revenue Fund.

Town

voted to allocate

50%

The

of collected Building/Construction permit fees to be used for the funding of a

Building Inspector/Code Enforcement Officer. This vote will change that allocation to 100% of all fees
is necessary due to the shortfall as a result of the
economic and building construction downturn. (Majority Ballot vote required)
collected to be used for funding the position. This change

Current Use Change Tax Allocation
Town will vote to change the allocation of Land Use Change Tax which the Town voted in 2006 in
accordance with RSA 36-A:5 HI, from the present rate of 100% being paid to the Conservation Fund, to 50%
being paid to the Conservation Fund, and the remaining 50% to be paid to the General Revenue Fund.
(Majority Vote Required)
Article 19

To

see

if

the

Article 20

see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell to the highest bidder municipal vehicles and other
equipment as determined by the Selectmen, with proceeds to go into the General Fund. (Majority Vote
Required)

To

Warrant Articles by Petition
Article 21:
the repair

To

see

if

the

Town

repair to include all of the

Replace

will vote to raise

and maintenance of the

all

four

sills

wood

at the

Town Clock

and appropriate $34,000.00 (Thirty Four Thousand Dollars)
located in the steeple of the First Congregational Church.

surfaces of the four faces of the clock,

base of the clock, then paint

Appropriation. The Budget Committee does not
Required)

all

of the wooden casings and trim.
The Selectmen Recommend this

all

surfaces.

recommend

for

The

this

appropriation.

(Majority Vote

To see if the town will vote to accept the streets known as Labrador Road and Cottontail Lane as
V town-owned and maintained roads. The acceptance of the roads is conditioned upon (1) addition of the
one inch top coat pavement (and any other related touchup work required by the Farmington Road Agent)
and (2) approval by the Farmington Road Agent that the roads have been constructed according to applicable
standards. The developer donated a 203 acre parcel of land adjacent to the residential development for
conservation recreational use by the public. The Farmington Road Agent has commented that the quality of the
roads is very good (Majority Vote Required)
Article 22:

Class
final

Article 23:
as Class 5

Article 24:

V town

To

see

Town
To

if

the

Town

will vote to accept the roads

roads. (Majority

see

if

the

road. (Majority

Town

known

as

Sky View Drive and Whippoorwill Ridge

Vote Required)

will vote to accept the roads

Vote Required)

10

known

as Holly

Lane and Cherub Drive

as a Class

Article 25:

To

see

if

the

Town

will vote to

approve the following resolution to be forwarded to our State
We the citizens of Farmington, NH believe in

Representatives, our State Senator and our Governor: "Resolved:
a

New Hampshire
new

that

is

just

and

fair.

The property

tax has

become

unjust and unfair. State leaders

We

who

take a

on our State Representatives, our
State Senator and our Governor to reject the "Pledge", have an open discussion covering all options, and adopt a
revenue system that is just and fair" (Majority Vote Required)
pledge for no

taxes perpetuate higher and higher property taxes.

call

Article 26.

To transact

such other business as may legally come before

We hereby certify that on

the

the place of Meeting within

,^

->

named and

this

meeting. (Majority Vote Required)

day of February 2009,

we

posted an attested copy of the warrant

Then personally appeared

the

at

a like copy of the Municipal Office Building, a public place in said

Town.

above named and made oath

Kathy L. Reaver, Town Clerk-Tax Collector

that the

above

certificate

by them

is true.

Tax Impacts Warrant

Articles

Article 4, Budget: -$.04 cents. This impact includes the monies in

all

of the proposed

warrant articles including the petitioned article of the Church Clock.

Chief Command Vehicle: no tax impact

Article

5, Fire

Article

6, Defibrillator:

Article

7,

Recreation Van: no tax impact

Article

8,

Police Cruiser: tax impact: .04 cents

Article

9,

Generator: tax impact: .02 cents

Article 10,

no tax impact

Emergency Medical Motorized Equipment. CRF:

tax impact: .03 cents

Article 11, Future Technology: tax impact: .02 cents

Article 12, Public Building. Maintenance.

CRF

:tax impact: .02 cents

Article 13, Public Safety Building. CRF.: tax impact: .02 cents
Article 14, Recreation

CRF.

tax impact: .01 cents

Article 15, Fire Vehicle CRF.: tax impact: .02 cents

Article 16, Water Infrastructure Replacement Fund: tax impact: .05 cents
Article 17,

Employee Financial Fund:

tax impact: .02 cents

Article 18, Building Inspector SRF: no tax impact.
Article 21,

Town Clock:

tax impact .07 cents
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RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR TOWN MEETING

ParticipationA^oting

:

Only those persons who are registered voters

1

in the

Town

of Fannington by the end of the day for the

election of office will be allowed to vote.
2.

All voters shall check in at the beginning of the Meeting, or

supervisors of the checklist.
3.

People

who

The supervisors

are not registered voters

Moderator, but

may

shall issue

may participate

upon

their arrival at the Meeting, with the

an appropriate voting card

in the discussion to the extent

to

each person.

determined by the

not vote on any of the Articles or on any Motion, or other action of the

Town

Meeting.
4.

Only persons

entitled to vote at the

Meeting may make or second. Motions.

Discussion:
1

.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

Each person attending the Meeting may participate in the discussion by raising his or her hand and
speaking when called upon by the Moderator.
All questions and comments shall be directed to the Moderator. Discussion should be to the point of
the Motion before the body and addressed to the Moderator.
All people speaking at the Meeting shall identify themselves for the record before speaking.
No one shall speak until and unless recognized by the Moderator.
If a question is asked concerning a particular Town Department or a Town Issue, then the Moderator
may direct the question to the Town Official or employee who can answer.
Before there can be discussion on any Warrant Article, a Motion to approve, or reject, or lay the Article
on the table, must be made and seconded. (It is encouraged, but not required that Motions on Warrant
Articles be made in the affirmative to avoid confusion about the meaning of a yes vote or a no vote.)
person speaking cannot be heard without the microphone, the Moderator may direct that person to
approach the microphone and speak into the microphone so they may be heard. If the person chooses
not to do so, the Moderator may direct them to stop speaking and rule them out of order.
If a

Voting:
1.

2.

3.

At the end of the discussion the Moderator shall call for a vote. The vote shall be by raising cards
establishing that one is a voter.
The Moderator shall declare the Motion either passed or failed on his or her view of the voting. If the
Moderator is not certain, then the Moderator may call for a hand count and may conscript members of
the Meeting to act as counters to assist in the tally.
If the Moderator decides on the vote without a hand count, then any member of the Meeting who is not
satisfied may request a hand count and the Moderator shall do a hand count, unless the request is
unreasonable.

seven (7) voters challenge the hand count, a secret ballot shall be held as provided

RSA 40:4b.

4.

If

5.

Any five members of the Meeting may request a secret ballot on any Motion in accordance with R.S.A.
40:4a.

1

2.
3.

4.

Amendments, once a Motion is on the Floor, the procedure for Amendments shall be:
Any Motion before the body may be amended.
An Amendment shall be moved and seconded, except in the case of a friendly amendment.
After the Amendment has been moved and seconded, there shall be discussion on the Amendment.
Once discussion is completed, there shall be a vote on the Amendment.
If the Amendment passes, then the body shall move on to consideration of the original Mofion as
amended.

5.

Once an Amendment

is

on the

floor, there

may be no more

Rules of Procedure for Town Meeting continued:
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than two

Amendments

to

..

the
6.

Amendment, with

the exception of Friendly

Friendly Amendments:

Amendments.

A Friendly Amendment may be accomplished by a suggestion from a member
who made

of the Meeting and the acceptance of the change or amendment by the person

the original

Motion and the agreement of the person who seconded.
Calling the Question:
1

2.
3.

At any time during discussion on a Motion, a voter may move to call a question. Calling the question
means cutting off discussion and moving immediately to a vote.
There can be no discussion on a Motion to call a question.
If the Motion to call the question is seconded, then the next step will be a vote on whether or not to cut
off discussion.

4.

HOWEVER, if at the time the Moderator calls upon a person who moves to call the question, there are
other people

who have their hand raised seeking discussion, the Moderator shall have the discretion to
who had already raised their hands to speak, before returning to the Motion to call

allow those persons
the question.

5.

1

.

If one of the people who had a hand raised has not yet had the opportunity to speak on the original
Motion at the time the Motion is made to call the question, then the Moderator shall call on that person
and allow them to speak before returning to the Motion to call the question.
If there is a person seeking recognition who, for some reason, is out of the line of sight of the
Moderator, or whose view of the Moderator is obstructed, any member of the Meeting may point out to
the Moderator that that person is seeking recognition.

Motions to Bar Reconsideration:
Motions to bar reconsideration may be made
voter

on

after a

Warrant Article has passed, or been defeated.

may move to bar reconsideration. That Motion shall be taken up,

prior to consideration of the next Warrant Article.

reconsideration on the Article

may be made

If the

at the current session

if properly

Any

seconded, and voted

Motion passes, then no

fiirther

of ToviTi Meeting.

Decorum
All persons speaking shall address the regular business of the Meeting.

1

not a proper place for discussion of personal issues which people
the character or fitness for office of any official or

business being conducted

at the

All persons shall refrain from disruptive behavior.

3.

Voters are expected to

listen

Private dialogue on items

5.

The Moderator may

Town employee

with

is

Town Departments or

unless that issue

is

relevant to

Meeting.

2.

4.

The Town Meeting

may have

courteously to the person or persons speaking.

coming before the Meeting

rule discussion out

matter currently before the Meeting.

of order
If a

if,

is

discouraged.

in the

Moderator's opinion,

it is

not relevant to the

person continues any disruptive behavior, which

is

not

may be removed from the Meeting.
business as may legally come before the Meeting"

corrected at the request of the Moderator, that person
6.

The final Warrant Article to "transact such other
means a Motion to Adjourn. Nothing that has not properly been placed in the Warrant so that people
coming to the Meeting are aware of it, can be legally transacted at the Meeting. Therefore, the only
legally binding action that can be done under the last Article is a Motion to Adjourn.

The Moderator:
1

.

2.

The Moderator
If the

shall run the

Moderator desires

podium. The Moderator
at the

to

Meeting

speak

shall

to

fairly

and impartially.

an issue, he or she shall appoint a deputy Moderator and leave the

speak to any Motion from the floor in the same manner as any other voter

Meeting.
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN
WITH A MUNICIPAL BUDGET COMMITTEE
FARMINGTON

OF:

BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 32:14 THROUGH 32:24

Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year Jt

or Fiscal Year From

January

1

2009 to December 31

,

to

,

IMPORTANT;
Please read

RSA 32:5 applicable to all

municipalities.

1 Use tliis form to list the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles in the appropriate
recommended and not recommended area. All proposed appropriations must be on this form.

2.

Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.

3.

When

completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be
file with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration
address below within 20 days after the meeting.

placed on
at the

This form

was posted with the warrant on (Date):.

BUDGET COMMITTEE
PleasB sign

In Ink,

./^^^MM-

His

BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT

FOR DRA USE ONLY

NH DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
P.O.

BOX 487, CONCORD, NH

03302-0487

(603)271-«3397

M8-7
Rev. 07/07
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Budget

-

FY_2009_

Townof_Farmlngton_

5

2

I
P

ACCT.#

SOURCE OF REVENUE

TAXES
3120

Actual

Estimated

Prior Year

Revenues
Prior Year

Revenuee
Ensuing Year

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

Warr.

Estimated Revenues

Art.#

INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS

IN cont.

The Mercier Group
a professional corporation

INDEPENDENT A UDITOR 'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTA TION
To

the

Members of the Board of Selectmen

Town of Farmington, New Hampshire
Farmington,

We

New Hampshire

have audited the financial statements of the governmental

activities, the

business-type activities, each

and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Farmington, New Hampshire as of
and for the year ended December 31, 2007, which collectively comprise the Town's basic financial
statements as listed in the table of contents. These basic financial statements are the responsibility of
management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these basic financial statements based on our
major

fluid

audit.

We

conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards that are generally accepted in the United

States of America.

Those standards require

we

that

plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable

assurance about whether the basic financial statements are free of material misstatement.

An

audit includes

examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the basic fmancial
statements.

An

audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used

by management, as well as evaluating the

and

overall financial statement presentation.

significant estimates

made

We believe that our audit

provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.

tn our opinion, the basic financial statements referred to

above present

fairly, in all

material respects, the

fmancial position of the govenmiental activities, the business-type activities, each major fund and the

aggregate remaining fund information of the

Town

of Farmington,

New

Hampshire, as of December 31,

2007, and the respective changes in financial position and, where applicable, cash flows thereof for the
year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of

America.

Management has not presented
Although

it

is

accounting principals considers

Our

a

management's discussion and analysis of the

financial statements.

not required to be part of the basic financial statements. United States generally accepted
it

required supplementary information.

was performed for the purpose of forming opinions on the basic fmancial statements taken as a
whole. The accompanying schedules listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional
analysis and are not a required part of the basic fmancial statements. Such information has been subjected to
audit

the auditing procediu^es applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion,

presented in

all

material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.

The Mercier Group,

<

February 20, 2008
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is fairly

Comparative Statement of Appropriations Expenditures 2008

2008 Detail of Receipts

Town General Fund
Cash Balance January

1,

2008

2008 Detail of Receipts

Town General Fund
Interest

& Penalties

2008 Detail of Receipts

Town General Fund
Other State Grants

&

Reimb.

2008 Detail of Receipts

Town General Fund
From

Special

Revenue Funds

2008 General Fund Finnancial Report

Town NOW Account

12/31/08

Long Term Debt
Water Bond-Water Department
NO. 01—0431303
Total $350,000

PRINCIPAL
8,000
8,000

INTEREST
800
400

@ Interest of 5%

TOTAL

Long Term Debt

Well #6 Bond Issue
$520,284

@ Interest of 2.865%

PAYMENT DATE

PRINCIPAL INTEREST

11/01/2009

$32,392.55

$

604.12

ADMIN FEES ANNUAL PAYMENT
$

323.93

$33,320.60—Final Payment

2008 Parks

Paries

& Recreation Income

& Recreation Income & Expenditures

2008 Proprietary Funds

Landfill

Closure/Pay Per Bag

2008 Proprietary Funds
Beginning Balance January 1,2008

2008 Proprietary Funds
Repairs/Maintenance

2008 Proprietary Funds
Balance December

31,

2008

REVISED ESTIMATED REVENUES (RSA21-J:34)
City/Town: _Farmington, NH_

SOURCE OF REVENUE

FY:

WARR.

FOR USE BY

ART.#

MUNICIPALITY

2008

RESERVED FOR USE
byPRA

2008

REVISED ESTIMATED REVENUES (RSA21-J:34)
City/Town: _Farmington, NH_

SOURCE OF REVENUE
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501

FY:

2008

WARR.

FOR USE BY

ART.#

MUNICIPALITY

RESERVED FOR USE
byPRA

xxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

2008

1

|msT]

PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATIONS
(RSA 32;3,V)

WARR.
ART.#

Appropriations As

For Use By

Voted

Department of Revenue Administration

2008

Summary

of Payments

2008
Revaluation of Property

Summary

of Payments

2008
Supplies

Summary

of Payments

Highway Diesel

2008
Equipment

Summary

of Payments

2008
Landfill Building

Summary

of Payments

TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Town of Farmington
Summary of Tax Accts.
Fiscal

Year Ending 12/31/2008

TAX SALE/TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
Town
Fiscal

of Farmington

Year Ending 12/31/2008

UTILITY ACCOUNTS
Town of Farniington
Fiscal

Year Ending 12/31/2008

Water Finals

Unredeemed Taxes
as of 12/31/08

NAME

Unredeemed Taxes
as of 12/31/08
Demeritt, Del phi n

Unredeemed Taxes
as of 12/31/08

Laughton, Robert

Unredeemed Taxes
as of 12/31/08
Sanford,

Donna

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division

2008 Tax Rate Calculation

TOWN/CITY;
Gross Appropriations

FARMINGTON

Town Clerk Report
Year Ending 12/31/08
1

Town Clerk Report
Year Ending 12/31/08
21

Town Clerk Report
Year Ending 12/31/08

parcel

If)

2008 Treasurer

2008 Treasurer

2008 Treasurer

60
TOTAL
01/28/09
34.003.18
PRINCIPAL

&

GRAND

OF

9.769.06

2.23413
15.10381
129.344.09

INCOME

20.015.99

24.92847

3.117

2008 Wastewater Income Expenditures

Receipts 2008

2008 Water Department Income Expenses

Receipts 2008

2008 Water Department Income Expenses

Water Treatment

Cbnsjsrvation Commission

200S Import
In 200S, th(Z consizrvation eommission with th(Z hglp of Moossz Mountains 'R(^gional
Grizsznways dizvszlopizd a eonsizrvation plan for thg town idszntifying th(Z goals and argas
for futursz eonsizrvation (zas(zm(znts/purehas(zs that would faeilitatiz thosiz goals. Two

priority arjzas Wizriz

idfzntifiizd; thjz

Town wgllhgad

protection arga and the argas

idizntifijjd

both Thi2 Land Conservation plan for Hti Coastal Watershed (Coastal plan) and Ntl
fish and Same's Wildlife fiction plan (Wflp). The analysis conducted in the Coastal plan
in

determined that parts of this area contain high value forest ecosystems, as well as habitat
that may support rare plants and/or exemplary natural communities. The Wflp considers
the entire southwest border of the Town as having significant clusters of high ranked
habitat, fl composite map of the Town was developed to reflect our conservation goals.

The conservation commission is funded by the current use tax. The current use tax is the
tax applied to land when it is taken out of current use. The idea is when land is developed;
monies can be put toward other land to be conserved. When there is a decrease in
building and sales of lands, as in 2008, there are fewer funds to spend. Instead of
purchasing large parcels of land as in the past, the conservation commission has focused
on conservation easements and land donations, fl conservation easement is a legal
agreement between a landowner and a conservation or governmental organization that
permanently limits the uses of the land in order to protect its conservation values. In
2008, we have worked with local organizations like Moose Mountains "Regional
Sreenways and Strafford "Rivers Conservancy, as well as land owners to help put
hundreds of acres in conservation by assisting with the costs of necessary surveys and
other legal fees associated with easements and land donations.

The Conservation Commission continues to seek new members. We currently meet on the
second Wednesday of each month at 6 pm. The public is welcome
"Respectfully submitted,

Kristietloltz,

Conservation Commission Chairman

'Uncle Sam", 'world's largest bobsled',
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Main

Street

1899

& Su§ing§§ Cbmmittgg

f)owntown

200S t^gport
2008 was a Vizry produetiVfZ onsz for our small but hard-working eommitt^sz;. Our
wgleom^d two nizw mszmbizrs: flnn Titus and Jizaniztt^ Golpitt. Both haviz alrszady
provizn to b(2 an assszt to our group.

Th(Z yizar

eommittiZiz

W^

W(zieomg sgvizn n(zw businizssszs to our eommunity With ribbon cutting
Our eommiUm mszmbszrs Wszriz joined in this (zffort by thg farmington poiiesz,
farmington firg and Rizseuiz, thg Board o/ e)i2iizctman and fan M!2rhalsl<i from thjz
W2;r(Z pl(2a§jzd to

c^r(zmoniiZS.

farmington

fgpt. of planning

& IDizvszlopmsznt.

Wsz apprizeiatsz

thjzir

participation.

Wsz sponsored a car wash/ businszss (zxpo to hizlp local businizssszs promotjz th^msglvszs.

number of participants than wg would haviz lik(2d, thosg includjzd
was a worthwhile project. Wg purchased a priziz for thiz rafflsz from a local

Whiliz having a smaller
agrfjizd

it

businjzss

With

thsz

and fgd our voluntszgr youth from anothjzr
help of the shop class

refurbished. Committee

In

at

local restaurant.

f11§, the sign at the municipal parking lot

members feb §canlon and John

a joint effort with the farmington

Fitch

spearheaded

economic development Committee, our members

helped solicit and retrieve a survey from the downtown
committees in determining the needs of the local businesses.

We would welcome anyone who
of each

month

at

6:00

pm

in

is

was

that project.

businesses to help our

Thursday
your community needs your input!

interested to attend our meetings on the third

the selectmen's chambers,

Respectfully Submitted,

Joann ©oke. Chairman

Perkins Jitney,

Comer of Main & Central
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Ceonomie ©(zvs^lopmsznt CommiW^^
2008 f^port

1

would

lik(z

to

thank

thiz

economic

©(zvizlopmjznt

hard work and (zfjort
farmington as a wholiz and

©aniszl Mgrhalski for thsz

CommiWm

thizy haviz

put

mjzmbszrs and our plannf2.r,
in this yizar.

Wiz started

thjz

triizd to dsztgrminsz. what was njZjzdszd so th(Z
by looking at
Town eould bjz economically viabliz once again. We also consulted the Master plan for
any hints on how to unlock this perplexing puzzle. The economic strategies that we came
up with are as follows:

yizar

1.

finishing up the Marketing plan for the liarah Greenfield Business Park.

We

started

and compiling the plan last year. This year it was solidified and
presented to the ©oard of Selectmen for their approval to proceed, permission was
granted and we now have copies available for those who would like information on the
collecting information

remaining parcels
2.

5.

4".

5.

in

the business park.

Survey done with meets and bounds of the Sarah Greenfield Business park. Through
the collection process for the Marketing plan, the Q'i>C discovered that there was no
survey on record that showed where meets and bounds had been recorded nor had all
the lots been properly pinned, figain the Board of Selectmen was approached and
permission was granted to have this done.
Materials on and around the §arah Greenfield property: While strategizing, the
Committee heard there was a wealth of gravel related material on and around the
business park, part of a good economic strategy is cost avoidance, finything you
already have that has value is like money in the bank. With the Selectmen's approval,
the efC asked highway director, Joel Moulton, to dig several test pits to log what type
and quantity of gravel material was located in this area. We are waiting for the site
survey to be finished so we can calculate the value of the material Farmington eould
possess by not having to purchase gravel for the projects that the Town needs to
complete.
fleeess l^oad at §arah Greenfield: By collecting the data for the Marketing plan,
having the boundary survey and discovering the value of the gravel material located

on and around the park, another step was taken to secure the Town's interests. We
asked to have an access road placed between two of the remaining parcels in the
business park. This allows the Town access to the gravel material out back, increased
the value for the two parcels it divides and could potentially serve as a through road
to Route n after the gravel has been mined, t^ win/win situation all around!
What to do about business? The Q't)C focused on the broad strokes this year, first
was the ©owntown Survey. This survey was created to seek input into issues affecting
downtown and what events, improvement programs and/or grants are needed to
maintain this area as a vital part of farmington. We employed the help of the planner
and the ©owntown Committee to complete this task. Thank you to those businesses
that participated in the survey The input was analyzed and compiled for future
discussion of the economic "Development Committee, t^ m<^mo was sent to the Board
of Selectmen with the results and several proposed courses of action that the Qf>C
agreed were vital, follow up will come this year.
.
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Economic

'Dizvizlopwiznt

<l)!zeondly,

Committm, eontinuizd

how do wg

hjzlp pgopliz

who would

like to start

storefronts have always spelled a disaster for our

a business hgriz?

empty

We

recognized the need
to help people be better prepared to establish and sustain their businesses. We invited
several representatives' from several different economic focus areas, -fl representative
from WefCO came in and supplied us with information about a business development
Center they have available. They have templates that we can utilize that aid businesses
little

town.

in getting established, expanding, creating business plans, lists of workshops and
funding information. This year we hope to meet With other representatives as well so
we can compile all our information to help businesses have a better rate of success.

Master plan pointed out was the Route tl corridor. The
Q'^C saw this as an area that needed attention. We discussed being prepared for
businesses coming our way, access management and zoning availability, and decided
to approach the Selectmen with a request to have the planning Soard take a look at
the possibility of re-zoning Route II. The thought was to have a more 'business
friendly' "Route II while conscientious of the fact that many people use it for travel,
t^long with the planner's help, the presentation to the Selectmen was made and proved
successful; the presentation was to go forward to the planning ©oard.
Thirdly, another area that the

this year was fairly productive. There is still a lot to accomplish and follow-ups
be done so we will begin the New year with that and se(2 where it takes us.

fill in all,

to

Respectfully submitted,

paula proulx
Selectmen's Representative economic "Development Committee

Margarite furber with John Brooks

in froni o\ his
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store on Central Street

farmington Planning Board
200S figport

Main

Strgszt

farmington planning Board consists of S(ZV(zn (7) rs3gular mgmbszrs and thr^;^
appointed by thg Board of ^szlizetmjzn to dgVizlop appropriate tools for
managgmiznt of growth and dizvizlopmsznt in th(2 eommunity.

Th(2

alt(zrnatjzs

in

200S, the planning Board

rizviszwfzd

and approved

4-

(3)

th(z

subdivision applications creating

12

or 3 new parcels, while
subdivision, off of Ten "Rod "Road, created 5 new lots, fliso in 200S the planning Board
Compliance Hearing for the
conducted S §ite Plan reviews for commercial projects,
Campbell Commons, Subdivision, Wetlands re-Classifieation, request for 'jSmendment of a
previous Subdivision f)eeision, which was granted, 2 Voluntary Mergers and approved the
Town's layout of a 50-foot Right-of-Way in the Sarah Greenfield Business park.

new

lots.

3 subdivision applications were splits creating

2

1,

I

l

I

i

The 2005 Master plan was completed and adopted at Town Meeting in March of 2008. The
Master plan identifies long-term goals and policies for the planning Board and town
officials to follow in directing growth and development in the town.
The planning Board also reviewed economic factors for growth and development, updated
the Town's Fee Schedule, amended the Town's Site plan "Regulations regarding sidewalks,
analyzed ways to streamline aspects of the permitting process, and completed draft
language of 12 Zoning Ordinance flmendments, with associated revisions to the Town's
Zoning Map, for consideration at Town Meeting. The Board believes that these measures will
help to make farmington more competitive in these challenging economic times, and
simultaneously help to ensure the quality of development is kept to the highest levels while
preserving the Town's unique character.
Citizens interested in the future of farmington are

Board undertakes

encouraged

vision expressed in the Master plan.
Respectfully submitted,
f)aniel

J.

to participate as the planning

a critical review of ordinances and regulations designed to achieve the

Merhalski, "Director planning and ComrDunity ©evelopinent

Charlie King, Chairman
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farmington Zoning Board

of fldjustmgnt

200S l^gport
Thg Zoning Board of fldjustm^nt, also appointed by thsz Board of <l)(zleetrD(2n, hgars appeals
of adimini§tratiVi2 dizcisions of thg Zoning fldministrator/CodiZ enfore^mgnt Offief^r,
eonsidizrs variances to thg Zoning Ordinance and dszcidgs on applications for ajpszcial
exception whszrs2 allowed by thiZ Zoning Ordinance. In all easizs, thg ZBt^ acts in a quasijudieial capacity, ruling on thg mgrits of szaeh casg coming bszforsz it to sznsurg that th(Z zoning
ordinancfj is applied fairly and (Equitably to all property and property ownszrs. fis an
indication of thjz challenging economic climatiz: following the housing and credit crises, the
ZSf^ only met 6 times in 200S, due to a lack of new applications. The ZBfl heard 5 requests
for variances, granting all 5 applications. The ZB'fl also considered application for .Special
exception, which was granted, and heard appeal from fidministrative f)eeision, which was
withdrawn without prejudice.
t

I

The Zoning Board of fldjustment fulfills an important community function, and residents
interested in community service are encouraged to contact the ^Department of planning and
Community development to find out how they can participate.
Respectfully submitted.

eimer W. Barron, 111
Chairman Zoning Board of fldjustment

©anielj. Merhalski

©ireetor planning and Community development

Central Street
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flsggssing f)gpartmgnt

200S ¥?gport

Th(Z fissizssing ©izpartrojznt

credits

and izxemptions.

is

r(Z§ponsibi(2 for proeszssing applications Jor

Thiz dizadlinizs

QmmpWons -

Vjztijrans

and

critizria arg:

'flpplieation dizadlinizflpril

Rizquirizs
e'ld!2rly

exfzmptions

-

15"'

©©SW - must mm^

fipplication dizadlingfipril

appiicablg datgs of s^rvieg

15'"

"Requirizs Vjzrijieation of incomg;
flbatizmiznt flpplieation-

any property Tax

as Jollows:

fipplication deadline

March

I"

and asset guidelines

following

2"=*

half tax

bill

accordance with l)tate Isaw we have been
engaged in cyclical revaluation during the period from 2005-2008 culminating in new values for
the entire town for the tax year 2009- The appraisal firm of Cross Country flppraisal Group lolsC
will §e1 values based on recent sales of properties in Town. Taxpayers will be notified of their new
value and lists of values will be posted in Town. Taxpayers will then be given the opportunity to
in accordance with regulations set by the
review their values before they are finalized,
department of Revenue, the first Quly) bill oj 2009 will be based on current values and new values
will be implemented for the second (©eeember) bill of 2009-

'Revaluation

in

farn^ington was last done

in 2004-.

In

please feel free to call or come by if you have questions regarding exemptions or credits, or
can help with any other questions you may have regarding your assessment.
Respectfully submitted,

Sonnie

Is.

isauze

flssessing Clerk

fl

typical

shoe shop

in

farmington.
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tlattie

White

is

on the

far right.

if

I

farmington firg & "Rgseug
2008 "Rgport

Th(z

farmington f irg R^seu^ had another rizeord siztting yizar by rizsponding to 1279 total
848 eM§ calls and 4-51 firsz calls. ThjZSiZ calls kjzpt our part-timsz and on-call

(jmszrgizneiizs:

staf/ gxtrszmfzly

busy.

y^ar saw many singlfz alarm /irgs in Town. W(Z wgr(j vgry fortunatiz that wg had no
major or multiply alarm /irszs. Wsz did rszspond to SiZVizral largsz mutual aid /irszs. Thgrjz Wjzrsz
also sgvizral serious motor Vszhicliz accidents throughout th(2 yszar. Thg 2008 Icsz §trom was
a major challfzngfz for thiz fir^ dgpartmiznt as 24 hour covgiragg was n^gd(2d for s^vgral
days until all our rszsidsznts wgrjz car^d for. Th^ d^partmiznt assisted sg;vszral rjzsidiznts in
getting to thiz shgltszr or to a warm plaeg;. Wiz staffgid thiz shszltgr at thg high school along
with sgv^ral school staff m^mbgrs and voluntizgrs from th(2 public. i\t thjz high point Wg;
had 60 p(2opl(Z in th^ shgltjzr. W(Z (zneountjzrszd a mass casualty ineidsznt with 7 patijznts with
Th;z

a

CO

probljzm. fls

bigTtiflNKyOQ

W(zll

to all

as

sszVizral

who

small

firizs

from gsznizrators and h(zating sources, fl
community.

Vszry

assistfzd during this challenging tim;z for th(Z

2008 budg(2t alloWizd us to hirsz a second full-timg pizrson for th(Z dszpartmgnt. Firg
Captain Tim bobbins was hirgd in May of 2008. Tim has been a good fit for the community.

Th(Z

gizt thiz (zquipmsznt and the protocols nmd^d so
provide paramedic services to the community. We were able to secure a
flmeriCorps member. With this additional staffing we now have someone at the fire

Tim

is

also a paramedic. WiZ arg trying to

W(z will bs2 abljz to
3''''

24 hours a day. Our night time 6MI) response time was 9-12 minutes with the on
members responding from home. This has been dropped to 2-4 minutes, greatly
improving our SMI) system. Many communities the size of farmington have several full
time members which cause higher taxes. I'm proud that we have been able to meet the
station
call

call volume of the past few years using on call, per - diem, and our
members. This has kept the budget down significantly.

increased
staff

2 full-time

The fire prevention Program has again exceeded all expectations by reaching over 500
children. We also hosted fire Prevention open "Houses at the station, which over 600
people attended. want to thank Captain Mike f)rew for spear heading our fire Prevention
program and organizing our open house. Great job Mike!!
1

going strong with several young people, ages 14-18, who are
We have had 2 explorers turn IS and join
the department as regular members.

The fire explorer program

is

learning the careers of fire fighting and SMI).

The fire department has been very active
applied to the federal
writing

we

in

trying to secure grants for the department.

We

grant for a fire truck to replace a 1979 engine, fls of this
have not received a reply. That is considered good news as many departments
fire act

have received rejection letters. We applied and received a matching forestry grant. It is a
matching 50/50 grant, where we can purchase needed equipment. We received an on line
training grant allowing us to train in-house on topics of firefighting, CMI), "Rescue, and
leadership.
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Thank you

to th(z

Soard

of

e)(zl(zetmizn

support. Thi2 farmingfon firsz-RiZscuiZ

and

is

thsz

(zntirsz

community for thgir eontinuizd
and prot(zet thg citizens of

rizady to r(2spond

farmington.
Rgspszctfully submitted, Richard 6. fowlszr,

Jr.,

firg Chiszf

famjington firsz ©jzpartmiznt
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Isandfill

2008 figport

Th^

rizcyeling efforts by

th(2

Town

of Farmington continued producing non-property tax

Thg Town Of farmington rizeyeljzd a total of
223.69 tons of rjzeyelszd materials and received $16,509.90 in revenue a§ follows:

r(2V(znu!3

and kszgping

Isight iron

wastjz out of thg landfill.

Parks and figergation
20081^gport

the Citizens, families and Children of farmington,

To

200S brought more changes to the staff of the Parks and "Recreation 'E)epartment. The
Conway- director, fllisha "Reinhard- flssistant director. Carta §>m\\hprogram Supervisor, and Kellie Chase- Part-time Senior Coordinator. There are also many parttime seasonal employees as well as a number of volunteers that help make our programs
current staff includes "Rick

successful.

The parks and Recreation f)epartment celebrated

its 27"^

-flnnual tlay "Day this year,

tlay

weekend long celebration with both adult and children's entertainment on
friday evening followed by fireworks, an action packed Saturday schedule ending with the annual
bed race, you can't forget the Pancake Breakfast on Sunday morning sponsored by the

•Day has turned into a

farmington fire department. Hay ©ay has turned into a huge summer family event.
forward to seeing

summer for

the families this

all

flnother special event that has

We

all

look

the 28'" finnual tlay f)ay.

become very popular is the family Nights at fernald park.
Wednesday during the summer at fernald Park this

With six weeks of entertainment on every

fRee program was

The
thank
hit

packed with onlookers and gave families the opportunities

of fun activities.

full

as

all

5""

We are already

finnual

©addy daughter ©ance was

We

the families for attending.

well.

Our

fall festival

event for the entire family.

was a
i\\\

also had the

giant success there

The Senior Programs where
trip to

a sell out

Mom

to

to

have an evening

see you there.

once again and we would like to
flctivity Night which was a big

and Son

was

a fj, dancing, games,

and food; a great

the Caster eggs where found at our yearly flashlight

with over 250 participant's vying for the prize of

balloon ride, a

we hope

planning for 2009 and

who found

Cgg

tiunt,

the most eggs.

many activities including trips to two fairs, a hot air
Man Group and every Wednesday we host the ever popular

filled with

see the Blue

BINSO. With senior programs growing, we can look back and see that seniors where busier than
ever with no slowing down in sight. Thank you to all the seniors for participating in our programs
and you can look forward

Summer
first is

time

is

to

more

activities to

planet playground.

camp

This

is

be active and learn social

skills in

for children in grades

1-5.

the middle of the

Camp

in

the summer; the

and 5 years

old.

It

day and allows the children

to

3,

Creation

4-,

is

a five day a week

This program took two- three trips per week, and the staff
trip

(Monday- Thursday) for children

grades 5-

the

in

a safe environment.

scheduled fun events for the nonin

We have four camps

two days a week for children

gives parents the opportunity to have a break

program

come.

by far our busiest time of the year.

days,

camp is a four day a week program
camp attends a trip every day and allows

fldventure
10.

This

campers more freedom by using a buddy system with check- in times, as opposed to Camp
in groups with counselors. The fourth summer program is the

Creation where the children stay

Teen Trip program for children grades

up for individual

trips twice a

5-12.

This program gives children the opportunity to sign

week without committing
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to the entire

summer.

parks and 'Rizcr^alion

On Tujzsdays

eontinuszd:

Trip aeeompanifjd the fidvgnturg

thjz T(z,0n

Camp on

thgir sehjzdulizd trip

and on

W(2dn(zsday§ thg Tgens went on an "adventure" based trips saeh as outdoor roel< climbing and
surfing.
Tiie fi/ter liehool

and students.
enrolled

in

program

for children in grades 1-5 continues to be popular with parents
with 43 children

This program runs the entire school year and

is

currently

participants are currently picked up

at

the school by "Recreation staff

the program,

members and brought
special activities.

to the

Town

This program

is

tiall to

participate

in

full

a variety of games, sports, crafts and

offered every year and registration takes place

in

May.

In

program we run many different activities after school for students in
grades K-S. l>ome of the programs offered in 2008 included arts and crafts, special holiday
themed classes, cooking, sewing and many other programs open to students during non-school
addition to the flfter School

hours.

2008 also brought a computer lab
accessible

at

no

cost; for internet

to the "Recreation

department.

The computers are

and word processing from 8:00am- 4:30pm Monday- friday.

The money for the computers was raised through donations and proceeds from the ©ancing with
the l>tars event that

we

held

in

January. This year the proceeds from "Dancing with the eitars

will

help off-set the cost of the "Recreation "Departments youth and senior programs.
closing, the

in

parks and "Recreation department would

like to

thank the Board of

Selectman, fire. Police, public Works and Water ©epartments for their continued support of our

programs,

all

and

to all

puddledoek press, 6d Mullen, Channel 26 Community
farmington School department and Bus Transportation
and especially to those who sign up for programs early so we do

of our sponsors, the loibrary,

Television, the

500 Soys and

farmington

Girls Club,

"Residents

not have to cancel them.
"Respectfully yours.

"Rick

Conway

f)irector of

Parks and "Recreation

Bicyclists

on Central
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Street

Co mmunitu <E)gvglopmgnt
2008 'Rgport

f)gpartmgnt of Plannin .^ and

beginning of th(Z nationwidg rsze^ssion in f)(2C(zmb2;r of 2007, building activity
of farmington slowgd dramatically in 2008. Th(z rizsulting dgclinsz in permit
applications, almost by half from that of thg prizvious yfzar, and \h<^ simultanizous inerszasiz in

following
in

th(z

Town

th^

forizclosurszs, promptizd thiz
Wizll

as

ssz(2k

out moriz

Town

gffizetiv^z

to rizass^ss

ways

its

policies

and

eurriznt

of implszmsznting the goals of

Zoning Ordinances, as
thiZ 2005 Master plan,

Town MjZiZting in March of 2008.
and federal govszrnmizntal r^sponsjzs to thsz financial crisis in 2008
opizngd up nizw funding sourcfzs for community dizVizlopmiznt projects. In rizsponssz to this,
th(Z Town has aggrgssiVizly pursufzd grant funding from thsz Neighborhood Stabilization
program, the proposed 2008 economic Stimulus plan of the incoming presidential
administration and other sources to help supply the needed funding to stimulate economic
compliztizd

and adopted

at

fldditionally, statjz

recovery
t^s

in

the

Town

part of the Town's Master plan

and

response

in

to

the current

economic

challenges faced by the community, the planning Board was asked by the economic
't)evelopment Committee and charged by the ©oard of Selectmen to investigate rezoning of
the

Route n Corridor and seek

to find

ways

to streamline

farmington's permitting review

process.
It is the hope of the ©oard of Selectmen and the planning Board that the proposed
changes to the Zoning Ordinance proposed for Town Meeting in 2009 will help to spur
economic growth in farmington, while maintaining the Town's rural character and improving

the quality of

life

of

all

of farmington's residents.

flerial

view of farmington.
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In

the 1940',

f)(zpartmfznt

'X\\^

of planning and Community 'BnVfzlopmfint eontinujzd:

following

tabliz illustrates

building activity

in

f armington

for

200S

Polieg f)gp&rtn}gnt

200S "Rgport
2008 was, again, an
but haviz incrizasszd 21.6%
/or f)Wi,

tli(2

most

actiV(2 yizar for thg dszpartm^nt.

0|f(^ns!^s

rosg by 1.9%

in

200S

Officers mad(Z 627 arrests, 70 oj wiiieh wgriz

in th(2 last 2 yizars.

in thj2 departroiznt's history.

The dgpartmiznt investigated

135 accidents,

a decrease of 15.6% since 2006.

ferguson and Officer Ken Tilley were selected to take part in the new
County 'Regional Tactical Operations Onit. The additional training opportunities
provided great dividends to the department and the community during the stand off in
early January 2008. The officers were outfitted using drug forfeiture money that the
department received in 2007. This allowed us to equip officers without any impact to the
e)gt. dicott

a)trafford

taxpayers.

Crime free Rental Housing
and
the police department. Tenants are being held responsible for actions that occur at the
Other police
property and reported crimes at rental properties are decreasing.
departments have expressed interest in this program hoping to have similar results, if
In

Initiative.

2007, the department continued the

This program has resulted

in

initial

stage of

its

a greater communication between landlords

adopted.
fit the gnd of October, §1^0 Crone left the department to take a position with a
neighboring community. The department immediately selected Officer Kiznneth Tilley for
the position. Officer Tilley has taken over the role as the department's explorer program
advisor and, in addition to his other duties, teaches the ©t^'RC program to fifth grade

students.
In 2008, the department's canine, Conner, was certified by NCa)PflC in obedience,
apprehension, building searches and drug detection, tie is now actively patrolling with
Chief "Roberge on a daily basis. With the addition of a "drug dog," the department is
seeking to increase its drug asset forfeiture amount in 2009.
for the first time in 5 years, the department was able to conduct its Citizen's
flcademy for area residents. This program was well received and very educational for

citizens.
In

involved

The department hopes
in calls

for service.

citizens' satisfaction with
in

to

continue this program

in

2009.

up surveys of citizens
The purpose of the Community Surveys was to determine

October, the department began conducting follow

our service

the future. The response

score, on a scale of

I-IO,

continuing this program

in

was very

being

8.5.

to assist the

department with improving

its

service

positive from the surveys received with the average

We

appreciate the feedback and look forward to

2009.

discussed in previous flnnual "Reports, the department continues to mov^
f{§
forward with its plan for a new facility because the current department suffers from a
number of inadequacies. The department lacks sufficient work space, interview space and
storage space; the heating system is uneven leaving some rooms hot while others are
cold; there is no heat in the lobby and the electrical system is not sufficient to run the
^Additionally,
pieces of equipment that are required in today's business environment.
during the Mother's ©ay flooding in 2006, the archive area became flooded causing mold
I

to grow.

year, |>10,000.00 was appropriated toward improvements to the current
The money has provided for improvements to some deficiencies including mold
remediation in January 2009 and planned electrical improvements. However, this money
isast

facility.
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is

only a band-aid and

will

not addrizss

th(Z

underlying issuizs that rizquire a nizw

faeility

for thg dizpartmjznt.
its tradition of giving back to \h^ eommunity.
January funnizling the money back into organizations
or programs for the community. The fundraiser allowed us to donate money to the 500
Soys and Sirls Club for youth sports teams and the continued construction of facilities
on Paulson Road; sponsored field trips for school children; donated money to the
Community fiction program to assist families in need, and purchased Christmas lights for
the downtown. We look forward to continuing to give back to the community in 2009.
fis we look forward to 2009, we are obtaining the a)pOT§ program in the cruisers
so officers Will have information about drivers immediately thereby increasing the
officer's safety. We are also revamping policies and procedures to insure the department
complies with current standards thereby reducing civil liability for the community and
looking at other forms of technology to provide information on a regular basis to the

In

2008, thg dizpartmgnt continu(zd

WiZ again conducted a fundraisi2r

in

public.

encourage members of the community to provide feedback about the
fIs always,
performance of the department and its officers. This is your police department and we
want to provide the best service possible. In addition, you are the eyes and ears for the
department. If you have information about a crime and wish to remain anonymous, call
1

the Crimeline at 755-9797.

Respectfully Submitted,
§>eo\\ R.

Roberge

Chief of Police

public Works f)g partmgnt

200S£izport

In

2008,

Town

th(2

Town was

still

t)!zpartrr!(2nt

(zndurizd thjz worst wintjzr

abl(Z to

was

abliz

and

grizatjzst IgVjzI

of snowfall in 100 yszars. ThiZ

SS milgs of roadway by plowing, sanding and salting. Thg
to maintain th(Z roadways whilsz still opfzrating a budget without a budget
maintain

th(Z

shortfall.

In

startizd.

wg

2Xp?rii2ne(2d s^Vizral days of h(2:avy rains, which only impactizd onjz major
Town. This roadway had sehizduljzd drainage improVizmsznts, which had not bszjzn
Thiz impact in othgr arszas of Town was gvidgnt but tolizrabljz in regards to roadway

flugust,

roadway

in

safizty.

b(Z a major focus for thsz l^^partmgnt. f)itch-linszs wgrsz
and (znhancszd along various roadways, fl section of th(Z closizd drainage systgm
within th(2 Town was upgradszd and various catch basins wizrg rjzpairizd and rizplacgd.
Improving drainage stabilizes roadways and bizttizr controls storm-watjzr runoff. Thg Town
has sgrious drainage issues that still need to be addressed.

©rainagiz improvizmiznts continued to
rizpairizd

General
The department continued to perform the general roadway requirements.
maintenance consisted of cleaning of catch basins (bi-annual), roadway sweeping, striping of
rural roads, painting of crosswalks for pedestrian's safety and tree maintenance.

-1:3

fl

steamroller was used for road maintenance
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in

the early years, operated by tiarry Hno}i

public Works, eontinuizd

two of thiz Town's gl(ZV(zn bridgjzs. "Repairs w^rg pizrformfid on th^z
Paulson "Road and Cochszeo 'Road bridgizs. The prizliminary gngine^ring study eommgnc^d
on the Bay "Road bridge in an effort to replace the bridge in fy 2011 using the 80%, 20% §tate
NtlfiOT funding under the Bridge t^id program. With voter support, the department will
continue to repair, maintain and replace the Town's network of bridges. The Hti^OT Bridge

Th(Z ©szpartmfznt rizpairizd

flid

Program

is

a vital resource for the

Town

to utilize to

share the cost for bridge

replacement.

The Town ended the year with another federal disaster in the form of an ice storm which
downed trees and power lines and closed roadways while leaving sections of Town without
power for many days. Roadways were made passable within two days and clean up was
performed during following weeks. The Town waits funding from feMfl for financial
assistance under a declaration of disaster.
and inspection of the entire Town fleet of
The department looks to aggressively improve the Town's
network of roadways, bridges, sidewalks and drainage infrastructure. i5 significant amount
of transportation improvements are needed throughout the Town. We look to continuously
be aggressive in our efforts to better improve the Town's transportation system. We seek
voter support to give the department the necessary funding and tools to do our job

The department continues

to provide repair

vehicles throughout the year.

efficiently.

Respectfully Submitted,
Joel G.

Moulton

•director.

Public Works

Paving Main Street

Town ggrk/Tax Cbllgetor
2008 "Rgport
Thg

Ofjieg of

from 2007

Town Clgrk-Tax

du(2, in

most

Collgetor took

part, b^caussz of

ttiiZ

in |>10,274,60S.13 in

rgViznugs

dizergasiz in thiZ tax rat^

and

2008! This

in

thiz latg

du?

in

down

dat(Z of thiz

Motor VizhielfZ registrations continued to ris(2 in spite of the slow economy from
2007 to 1912,552.74 in 2008. We have teamed up with PayGov, a third party
vendor, and are putting the finishing touches on the credit card collection piece and should be
collecting by credit card, both over the counter and on-line by mid-february. This is being
accomplished with no cost to the taxpayer through a user fee to the customer. We are also
starting to collect motor vehicle fe^s by the "one-eheck" method beginning february 13, 2009.
What this means is that we will be collecting both the town and state fees with one check, credit
card, debit card or cash transaction, you will no longer have to have 2 cheeks and can make
one debit or credit card transaction, thus pay only one user fee. Our next goal is to join the
state's compass initiative to allow for on-line automobile renewals to allow the customer to do
their renewal transactions in the comfort of their own home at their convenience. The state is
not currently accepting new towns/cities onto compass, but we are waiting our place in line to
tax bills.

1)902,278.54 in

get on.
is Tuesday, March 10 from S:00flM - 7:00pM in the Town
Town Meeting is Wednesday, March II at 7:00pM in the Town tiall
Gymnasium.
Gymnasium. "Remember, the town voted to adopt §©2 for the form of voting on the School
f)istriet budget. The ejchool "District Meeting deliberative session was January 3Ist at I:00pM at
farmington High e)chool. The results of the deliberative session will be on the ballot on March
to. Be there and make your vote count.

election of town and school officers
tiall

"Remember your dog's current licenses expire on flpril 30, 2009is added to unlicensed dogs and after June civil
be issued through the farmington police "Department flnimal Control

f)og licenses are available.
-flfter

June

1st

a penalty of |>1.00/month

forfeitures of 425.00 will
Officer.

Remember we are open on Thursdays from S:30flM

to

7:00PM, but close on

This has worked well to provide customers with after work hours to
business.
"Respectfully submitted,

Kathy

k leaver, Town

Clcrk'/Tax Collector
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eome

fridays

in

at

12:30PM.

and conduct

their

Wat{2r f){2partm{znt

200S Import

Thfz Watizr ©(zpartmgnt currently

pumped

opgratgs

thrsziz graVizl

Wg

packizd Wfzlls and eombinizd thgy

annual Watgr Quality "Report to
customers describing thsz quality of drinking water th(zy are receiving as well as some
mandatory health effects language required by the 6pfl related to drinking water issues.
We hope everyone had an opportunity to look at this report. If you need a copy or if you
have any question concerning your drinking water, or would like to tour the facilities,
please call the Water department at 603-755-4883.
avjzragiz

319,400 gallons

pszr

day.

mailizd thg

all

We

have been replacing at least one worn out main gate valve on an annual basis and
have started replacing one old hydrant per year in order to improve the operations of the
distribution system. We cleaned the ten-inch water main on gay Road and Main Street in
order to increase the fire flows. The sprinkler design for the Opera tlouse required 1200
gallon per minute (gpm) and we were able to meet this condition after cleaning the line
and installing a new eight-inch water main from Main Street down ©louin t^venue into the
Opera House. The Water department also installed sixty feet of six-inch water main and a
new hydrant at the end of Pearson Street so we can flush this water main.
fill

the businesses that are designated as potential Contamination Sources (PCS's) that

are within our well head protection areas were visited and checked to see if they are in
compliance with N11<t)eS Sest Management Practices for storing and using chemicals and
fuel products.

Respectfully submitted
"Dale

Sprague, Water Superintendent

Mooney's

Mill

employees

Wastgwatgr f)gp&rtmgnt
2008 "Rgport

Thg Wastgwatsjr
!zquipme;nt. Th(j

tr^atmsznt facility eontinu(2s to opizratiz

Sioehgmieal Oxygizn ©izmand (SOf))

W(ill

dgspitiz high flows

aVizragiz

removal

and aging
96.9%

gffieiizney is

and th^ Total l)uspiznd;zd Solids (Tl)l)) avgragiz removal izffiei^ney is 95.6%. ThizsiZ
removals ar(2 W(^ll aboviz th(2 rgquirgd 85% minimum. Thg wastizwatszr flows avizragizd
354.500 gallons pizr day. Th(Z flows for thg past four yjzars hav^ bmn at or ovgr ds^sign
flow dusz to ^xejzssiv^ infiltration and inflow ( & ) to th(i plan. This elgan watszr eomizs
from illizgal sump pumps, cracked sgWfjr pipszs, lizaking manholiz frames and gizngral
d(2t(zrioration of thg pipsz joints. Wiz continue to ehizek homgs and businszssizs for sump
pumps and W|2 plan to conduct smokiz testing in 2009 to djztizrminsz if thgrf^ ar^ othjzr
sources of inflow that wg can locatiz and rszmovsz.
1

1

was constructed in 1976 and W(Z continue; to operatjz and maintain most of the
The new discharge permit received in July 2007 requires effluent
quality standards for total phosphorus, total copper, and ammonia-nitrogen that the
existing plant was not designed to mefzt. The Town received an fidministrative Order from
the Spt^ in flpril 2008 requiring the Town to come into compliance by June 2012.

Thg

facility

original equipment.

staff have held numerous meetings to discuss the best
what to do with the treated effluent, and how to repair the
collection system. These decisions have culminated in this year's Warrant firticle asking
for |>I2.6 million to design and construct all the facilities needed to be in compliance with
the epfJ t^dministrative Order in 2012.

The Board of Selectmen and
alternatives for a

new

plant,

Respectfully Submitted

©alel'prague

Wastewater
Superintendent

The Cavalry comes down Central

87

Street

Wa§tgwatgr Improvgrngnts Information

Thg 2009 Town mm\ir)g

will ineludsz

wastizwatgr improVjzm(znts to
(t^O) is§U!2d
will rgqujzst

from

and funding of
Town's fldministrativiz Ordszr

a warrant arfiel^ riZgarding approval

th(Z

rizquirizmgnts of

thsz

by \h?. Gnvironmizntal protizetion t^gizney (CPt^) in flpril 200S. This artieliZ
approval to izxpiznd $12.6 million for thsz projizct and will ineludiz grant funds

th(2 §>[h\?,

On January

mm\

and fszdizral goVizrnmgnts.
2009

Town r^e^ivgd a

Igttgr from thg N.tl. f)(2partmg:nt of environmental
imposes a mandatory sgwgr moratorium. This me;ans thizrsz can biz
no n(2W homes or businesses within the sewered area of the Town until this warrant article
is passed allowing the Town to construct the new facilities.
5,

thiz

l)(2rvie(2s (Ntlf)^!)) that

is 33 years old and was not designed to remove copper, ammoniaphosphorus, as we are now required to do under the current CPfl
discharge permit. The collection system is also allowing a lot of infiltration/inflow,
essentially clean water, into the plant. This water uses up system capacity and has to be

The

existing facility

nitrogen,

and

total

treated.

The

I>t2.6

million will

pay for the repairs

to

the collection system, the design and

construction of an expanded plant capable of providing the required treatment, and the
design and construction of a series of rapid infiltration basins used to disperse the
treated effluent into the groundwater. This groundwater will then flow to the Cocheco
River instead of being discharged directly into the river. This method will also, benefit the
Town in that we will no longer be under Cpfl regulation. §eptage not currently treated at
the plant will be accepted at the

The

facility.

reduced approximately 60% by grant funds from Ht1f)ea),
development and other sources. The balance to be bonded would be

$12.6 million should be

QlilDfl

"Rural

approximately
fl

new

$>5.7 million.

2/3-majority vote

is

required for this warrant article to pass. The flO is a legal
to comply with the current discharge permit by June 2012.

document requiring the Town

failure to pass the warrant article
special

Town meeting

for June

2009

will

require that the

Town immediately schedule

a

to reconsider the vote.

B0§ has proposed that the repayment of the bonds be split 50/50 between sewer
users and non-users. Onder the current cost projections this would result in an increase
to the sewer users of |>3I9 per year and an increase to all Town residents of $81 per year

The

in

property taxes.

If

anyone has any questions please

call

fale Sprague

pubwks(5>metrocast.net
"Respectfully submitted,

©ale Sprague Water/Wastewater Superintendent

at

755-4SS3 or email him

at

"

Welfarg f)gpartmgnt

2008 "Rgport
ThiZ

Town has

'Rlifl 165:1-1,

tiimsdlf,

tiiz

duty to adroinistizr Wszljarg as djzseribed in Nsjw tlampshirg
a person in any town is poor and unabljz to support
rulinvizd and waintainszd by tiisz oVjzrs^jzrs of public Wizlfarsz of such

a basic

which

l(zgal

statjzs "Wh!znfz\;fzr

shail biz

town...

2007 Welfare flnnual Report, 2008 has been a very busy year for the
all aware of the problems with the economy, and these problems
have certainly had an effect on residents of farmington, as well as across the State of
New tiampshire. The combination of shelters filled to capacity, increased expenses, job
losses, and lack of new hires has made it difficult for all of us, and it is even more difficult
for people who were already struggling to make ends meet.
was hired as Welfare director in June. Since then, in addition to interviewing and
determining eligibility for applicants, have also been updating the Town of farmington
Welfare Guidelines. Changes pertain to (among other issues): job quit penalties, work
search requirements, and pursuing recovery.

fis predicted in the

Welfare Office.

We

are

1

I

The Welfare Budget for 2008 was 1.85,000.00
Rents
fuel
electricity

Motels
Mise.

500 Sous and Girls
2008 l^gport

by saying "thank you " onesz again to thjz pizopliz of farmington. Town
support wg havsz riZCiziVjzd throughout thiz past yizar.

bizgin

m<z.

Isizt

t^g(zncigs

and

Qub

Officials for all th(2

eommunity has grown, so has th^ inerszasjz in sznrollm^znt of youth in thiz sporting
our organization offers. W^: eontinuiz to off^zr Cal "Ripkizn basszball, Sabiz Ruth and
<i)0nior Sabg Ruth basizball, Softball, soec^zr, basksztball, and volleyball; along with
numerous travel and flf^O teams that benefit boys and girls from ages 4 through 19fis th(2
(ZVfznts

The future of the 500 Soys and Girls Club (500) is bright in this eommunity. In 200S we
added two new soecer field at our Paulson Road facility for our younger aged girls and
boys. We also moved forward on "Corey's ©ream" - a field house which will be used as an
indoor batting facility as well as volleyball and basketball use. will be used for other
events, which will help the 500 with our vision of continued growth. The e)ummer Street
facility (downtown) also grew in 200S with a new building and new batting cages along
with field improvements, fill of this was achieved in great part by the involvement and
support from the Town officials and employees, private contractors, 500 Club ©oard
members, volunteers and numerous businesses.
It

The goals
Corey's

2009 at the Paulson Road facility are to finish the construction of
house and to mov?, more dirt for the completion of our baseball and softball

set for

field

field.

fit

our §ummer §treet

2009 should prove
flgain, thank

to

we are always improving our
our downtown area.

facility

well as beautification of

you

support!

yours truly.
The Board Members

Woodman,

President
Jim isaClair,

I-'

Vice

president
Craig Brunelle,

2""

Vice president

Sobbi Sibbs,
Treasurer

§hane

bleachers, buildings as

be another exciting year for our organization.

Farmington for
your continued

't)an

field,

Tufts,

Secretary
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200S %port
to thank thg Town of farmington for
your town and gizn^zrously supporting our agency in 200S. W?
sincszrgly apprizeiatiz your support and haviz jznjoyizd working with th^^ youth and families
of farmington. WiZ bjzli(zv(z that all ehildrszn dszsizrvg a ehanciz and Wfz arg eommittgd to
providing prgVjzntion programs in addition to our intgrvgntion sgrviegs. Wg; havg donjz
this successfully in farmington during 2008 and look forward to providing additional
Sjzrvieszs to your town in 2009.

CtlflNCd) would
investing

to takiz this opportunity

lik(Z

in th(Z childrizn

of

Our Mission:
CtlflNCei)

is diidieatizd

to providing opportunities for

youngsters who have broken the

law to be responsible for their actions without becoming further involved in the judicial
system and to further court sanctions of those who have become involved with the judicial

The goal of the program is to significantly increase the juvenile offender's
awareness of his/her inappropriate actions and reduce further incidents of delinquency.

system.

We

operate from a restorative justice philosophy, based in reparation of harm to victims
and community, teaching competency skills through psycho educational programming
and community service and reducing, possibly obliterating, recidivism.

Our mission

is

aeeomplished by providing your town with the following services:

and intervention through psycho educational programs.
youth and families of farmington include:

CtlflNCe'a) provides prevention

Our programs

to the

Conflict "Resolution
Skills for

Managing finger

Program
program

f)rug and fllcohol prevention- Challenge
"Brug and fllcohol Intervention- Insight

y.CI) Shoplifters Intervention

program

fire Setters Intervention

Tobacco education
Staying Connected with your Teens - Parenting Classes
Boys Isife Skills educational Sroup
Girls Isife Skills educational Sroup
farmington Teen Center with homework support and activities
Monitored community services sites for your youth to be invested

in this

town

Trained family mediators provide mediation services for families which allow kids
to stay in the home. Mediation opens lines of communication and creates positive

changes for

We

all

members

of a household.

have collaborated and shared resources with other organizations

in

the

community

including Valley View, tlenry Wilson school grades 4-8, farmington High School and the

Century t^fter school programs, several churches, the
farmington Learning flcademy,
food panty. Blessed Bargains, Community fiction, t^merican tegion, the Goodwin
Isibrary, Parks and Recreation, the Town f)ump, the farmington police department and
21"
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farmington fir(Z ©izparfm^nt, to szdueatg our youth, inerizas^ eoopfzration and provide
support and s^irvieizs to assuriz thg suecjzss of youth and families and to inerszasiz

community

saffzty.

In 2008, WiZ provided sszrviegs to I^^ farmington youth and thgir familiszs. Thizsg rsjfgrrals
eamiz from parsznts, schools, physicians, polieg dgpartm^nt, f)Cyf, thsz; Roehizstizr district
Court, and othjzr aggnciizs. Thjzssz; youth and thgir familiizs havg gnrollgd in at Is^ast two of
thfz

programs namgd

CtlflHCea)
ratg or a

aboviz.

is plizasizd

7%

farmington
community.

r^fizrred

Town of farmington that wg havsz a
This translates that of thjz 144 youth in

to report to thsz

rszcidivism
to

ratiz.

us,

134 youth

Will

not nz-offsznd or commit a

93% success
Ihiz

Town

crimfz;

in

of

this

copy of our 2008 and 2009 budgets, the number of children we
served from each Strafford County town or city, an itemized list of expenditures to
farmington and the amounts requested and received from other towns/cities.

flttachszd pl(zass2 find a

•Respectfully submitted

Catherine Howard, B§, Cpe)
executive f)ireetor

f red Srowne,

lefl,

with his workers at the Wii e ,l3rush Factory eai
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iy

I900's

Goodwin Isibrarci
2008 IRgport

It

has

bizizn

djzmonstratszd rgpizatizdiy ovgr timg that whfzn (zeonomiizs ggt Igan

eommunitiizs turn to

for !ZV)zryon(Z in th^ family,

fis

yszars, thsz valusz of th|Z local

wg

elosiZ out

brok(Z

a

lO-yszar

old

200S

in on?,

of

thjz

worst izeonomigs

in

SO

library b(zeomszs (zvidiznt as WiZ continue to ?.xp(zri(zneiz

inergasizd rjzqugsts for books- videos,
library

and hard,

public libraries as a rgsoureiz for Information and (znt(zrlainm(znt

thizir

fVDs, programs and

circulation

rizeord-

Thg
our 2o54-

aceszss to tizchnology.

loaning 21,097

itizms

to

farmington rgsidsznts and I34 out of town rfzsidfznts with active library cards. Our staff
ansWszrjzd oV2:r 3700 rizf^r^nc^ quszstions, and almost 5000 pszopljZ usizd our computer
labs. ThiZ library providizd 127 fRCC programs in 200S with ovgr 3900 pizoplsz attending.
Th^ Library addfzd 1035 ngw books, f)Vf)'s and audio books to th(Z fldult collizction, and
1750

ngw

matizrials to thjz Childrizn's collszetion.

Our

library holdings arsz currently at

22,269- surely W(Z havjz som2:thing for gvszryonjz.

Thg
and

library eontinuizs to

work

elosszly With th^;

farmington School

©istriet to szneouragiz

both a lovg of reading and of learning to our community's children. Wsz would
likg to takg this opportunity to gxtsznd our grjzat apprizciation to thiz hard working
szdueators at thjz Valley Viizw Community School and thsz tliznry Wilson Mjzmorial School
instill

thszir gjznizrous sharing of rizsourcizs and izxpjzrtisfz. Of th^: 14'34' studiznts in thsz district,
1033 of thszm haV(Z activsz library cards- 72%! Ov^r 200 children participated in our annual
e)umm(zr Uszading program, rizading ovszr 1300 books in six Wszizks. Through our continued

for

collaboratiViz work, thsz schools

(zducational spizeial

popcorn, and snow

programming

and thg library

W(zrsz

abliz

to

szach wgjzk (along with grizat

providfz (zxeiting

snacks

like^

and

hot dogs,

conszsl).

Childrszn arsz not thiZ only on(ZS lizarning, as th(Z tri-community Cxplorsz

program

clszarly

would lik(Z to thank thsz farmington High School for
giznszrously sharing classroom spac(Z so that we can continue to offer innovative adult
education in farmington through the CXpIsO'Re' program. Our community's adults clearly
demonstrated their own interest in education through two successful semesters of adult
education programs. We look forward to continuing this cooperative work in 2009 and
encourage all our community to send a consistent message to our children that learning
is a life-long process and yes, it really can be fun.
dizmonstratizd again this yszar. WiZ

The friends of the Goodwin Library continues to grow and support the isibrary. in 200S,
they sponsored two highly popular bake sales as well as their annual book sale at Hay
©ay and worked hard to expand their membership. Their projects for the library included
providing refreshments for the Poet's Tea and polar Cxpress Story-time. They sponsored
The Hutchinson family Singers -performed by Steve Blunt, and fully funded the Library's
matching portion of 2009 Gates Grant- a grant that will allow the library to expand our
technology offerings. We encourage all library supporters to join the friends. Cvery
dollar of your membership dues go directly to supporting library programs.
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Goodwin

Isibrarg "Report continued:

Soodwin isibrary eould not bg as suecizssful as it is without \h<i support of thg wholg
community. W(2 would likiz to takiz this opportunity to gxprszss our dgizpizst apprjzeiation to
all th(Z farmington local business pfzoplsz who wholfzhjzartizdly support us by providing
spacfj Jor our postizrs and ngwslizttizrs as wjzll as providing coupons (ic(Z ergam, pizza,
and moriz!) as wondizrfully inviting program prizizs. Wiz would likg to thank Jim tlorgan
and his wonderful staff at Taylor "Rental for thszir hglp and patijzncg with all thosiz

Th(Z

Wjzll as thsz tloly Rosary
and goodiizs during our Summszr "Reading program kickoff. W(2 arsi gratizful to thiZ gurtman-'Rondszau Trust and thg Thaygr family for thizir
continual financial support or our organization. WfJ would also ssznd our thanks to th(2
Woman's Club who g(zn2;rously sharg thizir bszautiful spaciz to accommodate our program
nizszds. and thg farmington Historical Society for thszir eontinuizd maintenance and
interest in our local history xnas.mm.

complieatizd and unbszliszvably hfsavy rfzfrszshmgnt maehinizs, as
Credit Onion for

thizir voluntszjzrs

The Goodwin Library looks forward to continuing to provide the information and
resources to our wonderful community that will enable everyone to safely weather these
challenging times. We are always open to your ideas, needs, interests and questions,
feel free to contact us at 755-294'4 or visit us on the web at www.goodwinlibraru.eoni.

"Respectfully Submitted

<t)eborah

fl.

director,

Goodwin Library

Christie,

^^H

Thg tlomgmakgrs

tlgalth l)grvieg§

200g'Rgport
Thanks to our partnership with thjz Town of farmington oVizr the past ssz;Vizral years. The
tlomemakers Health Services has successfully provided critical home health, home
support, and adult medical day-care services to those residents of farmington who do
not have the ability to pay for them.
Since 1974; our mission at The tlomemakers has been to help older and disabled Strafford
County residents remain independent, in their own homes, and out of nursing homes by
providing professional, cost-effective quality

home

health,

home

support, and adult

medical day-care services.
flnnually, our agency provides nearly $3.5 million worth of

home

health,

home

support,

and adult medical day-care visits to elderly and disabled persons throughout the County.
These visits include skilled nursing, rehabilitative therapies, telemonitoring, medical
social work, home health aide, homemaker, adult in-home care, fllzheimer's respite, and
adult medical day-care services, fls health care professionals, we at The tlomemakers are
committed to providing these services to all of those in need, regardless of a person's
ability to pay.

Cach year through our annual Charity Care fundraisers. The tlomemakers has
successfully raised more than half of the cost for nonreimbursed services provided.
"Respite our success with such events, the cost of providing services for which we are
either not reimbursed at all, or inadequately reimbursed by Medicare and Medicaid,
is a continuous
continues to exceed the amounts raised through these events, and
it

struggle to carry these losses.

We

look forward to continuing our partnership with the Town of farmington to provide
who cannot afford the cost of the vital

health care services to those farmington residents

health care services they need to remain healthy and independent

in their

own homes.

2008 fleeomplishments:
•

fls a result of its commitment to excellence and dedicated staff, in fy 2008, The
tlomemakers received the honor of being named to the 2007 tlomeCare Clite, a
compilation of the most successful Medicare-certified providers in the Onited

States. This annual received identified the tip 25 percent of
in

the nation, ranked by an analysis of performance

quality improvement
•

provided

13,181

and

home

measures

health providers

in quality

outcomes,

financial performance-

skilled health care visits

throughout Strafford County including:

home health aid visits.
homemaker and in-home care

nursing, rehabilitative therapies, medical social work, and
•

provided 28,551 home support
provider

•

visits

including:

visits.

provided 52,t76 hours of fldult f)ay-Care for older and disabled person as well as
respite for their caregivers.
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•

numerous

Offgrsid

fllzhgimizr's

community

educational

programs

W(2lln(zss

l)(2minars

for

Carggiv^rs,

including:

monthly

flu

Strong

Clinics,
Isiving,

and frizg fldvancsz f)ir(zetiV(zs Sjzminars; and
a monthly fllzhizimgr's Support Sroup;
moriz than 150 holiday food and gift baskiZts to ^Idizrly and/or disabled

fljzrobies of th(2 Mind, fri(2nd-to-fri(2nd,
faeilitatizd

•

f)!zliVi2r!zd

pj2opl(Z

throughout thg county.

Seals for FV 2009

Our goal

is

to b(Z ablg to continusz; to provide th^ increasing

number

of older adults

and profession home health care, home support
and adult medical day care services they need to remain independent and in their own
homes.
fis an organization, we work toward the fulfillment of our mission with dedication
and teamwork, flbove all, we will continue to value personal dignity, independence and
quality of life, and strive for excellence in the quality of the health care we provide.
with the safe, comprehensive, reliable

Ms. Ida Sean
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Strafford Cbuntq

Communitu fietion
200S l^gport

Cbmroittgg. Ine.

farmington is a bgautiful plaeg to livg, but is not (ZXszmpt jVorr! thg probl^^ms facing thossz who
arg most vulngrabliZ to thg downturn in our (zconomy. §oit!(2 farmington rjzsid^znts haVjZ usgd
all th(2ir rszsourcizs trying to providiz for thgiir familifzs and haVjZ S(zrious difficulty paying for
basic n(zc(zssiti0s likjz food, shglttzr, and mszdieal carg.

food prices

ar(2

up

ovszr forty pszrcfznt

ygar to

yjzar

and food pantry

suppliszs arsz thizir lowjist

Half of farmington rizntjzrs can't afford fair Markszt "Rsznt for a twobizdroom apartment. Ong in tgn children liVjZ in poverty. In Strafford County, farmington
l(2V(zls

in

dizeadizs.

school dropouts; thg highest pereszntagsz of
rate from October was the highest in the
County. Concern for the potential of children has been elicited by farmington's relatively
high rate of teen births, high percentage of mothers who smoked during pregnancy, who
were single mothers, and who were mothers with less than twelve years of education.
tggns have

th(2:

highjzst pgrcizntagg of high

ehildrgn with disabilitiszs, and the

unemployment

farmington is up by nearly ten percent, electrical t^ssistance
increased nearly five percent, food pantry use rose nearly 25 percent while seventy percent

'flssistanee participation in

less

commodity food was

distributed.

Our farmington clients are looking for a helping hand, not a hand out, as borne by the fact
that the number of farmington residents participating in the Workforce development
program has more than doubled in the past year, and the number of farmington residents
participating in our .gelf sufficiency Case Management Program has increased five fold.

Sy providing helping hands together to work on programs of mutual concern, there is no
obstacle we cannot overcome to protect farmington households living at risk. We need your
help to meet the pressing needs of farmington

in

a changing

Respizetfully submitted,

'Richard tlaye

Central Street
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and uncertain world.

Strafford l^ggional Planning

Commission

2008 "Rgport
planning Commission (li'RpQ, a political subdivision of th(Z l)tat(2 of
in an advisory roljz to farmington and ssjv^zntjsszn othgr
communities in Strafford, "Rockingham and Carroll Counties. We provide planning
services to boards, officials, and citizens and facilitate regional collaborative efforts to
fund regional and local projects. ^RpCs staff offers a range of planning services in
transportation, land use, hazard mitigation, economic development, natural resources,
and geographic information systems (Gila)) mapping and analysis. These services are
designed to meet the needs of the volunteers who are the foundation of .S'RpC
communities. Our member communities have access to lifRpC educational resources
including our website, workshops and forums, and personalized training.
l)traf/ord "RiZgional

Nszw

tiampshiriz,

s^rvizs

^'RPC conducted the following projects and funding initiatives for farmington in 2008:
|)I3,500 grant from Ntl department of Transportation for S'RPC staff to prepare a
Pedestrian Safety taction plan for farmington. your Town provided $500 in local
match and will actively guide the plan development through an fidvisory
Committee. Congratulations! This was the number one grant in the state for this
funding round.
•

prepared the Cocheco "River nomination documents for the Ntl "Rivers Management
and protection program. This is now before the Ntl General Court (t1335S).
Worked with Town staff to analyze Sll) data layers and develop updates, provided
611) training.

Continued updates of 6l§ databases, completed annual traffic counts and created
a 2005 land use layer for land use planning and buildout analyses.
Provided 30 M^w tlawpshiriz planning and hand CJssi Regulation books with a
value of $1560 to land use boards.
In

2009 the Ntl Charitable foundation, coordinated through the piscataqua "Regional

Cstuaries project, has funded §'RpC to prepare an environmental assessment of each
Town's land use policies, regulations, and ordinances. S'RpC is the Census 2010 Primary
Participant for §trafford County, fls the federally mandated Metropolitan planning
will collect traffic counts, road inventory changes, update the traffic
model, provide air conformity analyses, assist with the development of grant applications
for Town projects. We will continue to collaborate with Ntl f)OT, federal agencies and

Organization, e)"RpC

your officials and staff in regard to federally funded transportation programs, Ntl Ten
year plan transportation projects and economic stimulus projects for farmington.

We

look forward to working with the citizens and officials of farmington in 2009. Thank
you for the opportunity to serve you and for your continuing support of regional
planning. Questions or comments can be referred to Cynthia Copeland, i\\Cp, executive
"Director at ejc@strafford.org please visit our website at www.strafford.org
.

.

"Respectfully submitted,

Cynthia Copeland
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fioehgstgr District VNfl

2008 t?gport
"Roehizster ©istriet VNfl (your VHfl) continues to sgrvsz as
skilljzd

your

horrjg hjzalth agfzney

providing

nursing, rszbabilitatiVjZ thizrapigs, nigdieal social work, licensed nursing assistance and

We

supportive services on an intermittent basis throughout your community.
provide you with highly skilled and well trained clinicians.

are proud to

Home

health care continues to incur reductions in Medicare reimbursement with additional
reductions threatened for the next three years. Iikilled service provided under Medicaid is
reimbursed by the state at less than half the cost to provide it. The numbers of uninsured

your funding of these services is crucial to people in need of
and therapy care, fldequate funding for home care is critical to keeping patients
home, the most cost-effective place to receive care.

individuals increase each year,
skilled nursing
in their

The acuity of our patients

is

constantly increasing.

Many

patients need IV therapy,

therapy, enteral feedings, therapy after knee/hip replacements and complicated

wound

chemo

dressings,

patients are discharged very quickly from hospitals and require the skilled services provided by

our trained nurses and therapists.
to home care from the physician.

We continue to

Many

hospital admissions are avoided by a referral directly

provide support services including: homemakers, personal care attendants and inpaid by Title XX and §trafford County funding as well as by the patient. These

home companions

services allow individuals requiring minimal support to remain safely

providing a safe,

We

in their

homes

at the

lowest

We opened

possible cost.

our fldult ©ay Center one year ago, which benefits many families by
family atmosphere for loved ones no longer able to be at home alone.

continue to improve our utilization of electronic charts resulting in the following: improved
and accuracy of documentation, flow o^ data to appropriate disciplines at the

clinical efficiency

time most needed, ease of viewing historical data, improved coordination of care, decreased man
hours with less manual paper processes and a reduction in errors. We have reduced office staff

by relying more on technology.

This saves dollars and improves access and accuracy.

Telehealth use continues to increase.

The results of daily monitoring of our most seriously
emergency room through early interventions.

ill

patients have prevented additional visits to the

critical challenge is being dependent on the government for 85% of our
charges for services, but are dependent on what the government pays regardless
of the cost to provide the care. Therefore, your continued support of "Rochester "District Visiting
Nurse flssociation (your VNfl) is vitally important to our abilities to meet the many health needs
in your community. It is also important when you need home care to ask for us by name, you
have a choice fisk for "Rochester ©istrict VNfl by name-

Our biggest and most
revenue.

We set

,

11

roonths

Visits

bq

# of tiome Care patients

#s annualized
ligrvieg

admitted bu paurognt soureg

:

Skilled Nursing

1953

physical Therapy

633

Occupational Therapy

260

Speech Therapy

10

Medical Social

Work

Medicare

63

LNfl (nursing assistant) I30I

liomeraaking

4'25

Perinatal visits

16

In-home provider

pCip

64

Submitted by: Linda tiotchkiss

"RH, Mt1l)fl, Chief

executive Officer
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TOWN Of fflRMINGTON
Town

Mjzjzting Minutizs

March

\2,

2008

Th(Z boy scouts hfzld a flag e(zr(jmony
moderator thgn addrgssjzd thosg watching at homg and
invited there to coreg down to participatsz. This was met by a round of applause, tie then read the
results of the ballot voting for both the town and school on March H, 2007.

Modizrator,

emmanuel Krasngr, opened

and Igd us

in

firtiele

thg pitzdgiz of allggiane^.

thg meizting at 7:07pM.
Jhf.

1.

To chose one l)eleetrean for three years; one Moderator for two years; one Treasurer for one year; three
Budget Committee Members for three years; one Budget Committee Member for one year; one
Supervisor of the Checklist for six years and one Trustee of the Trust funds for three years. (0/ficial
Ballot)

See attached

ballot.

firtiele 2.

To see

if

the

Town

will

vote to

amend

the

Town

planning Board as follows: Correct Section

1.06

farmington Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the
"Zoning Board of fidjustment" to cite "RSfl 674-:33(a),

of

not 64-7:33(a). (Of/ieial Ballot)

yes 378 No 218
firtiele 3.

Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the
if the Town will vote to amend the Town of farmington
planning Board as follows: Insert into Section 1.14 a definition for "Condominium", "Condominium-Style
©etached Single family Residence" and "Condominium Qnit". (Official Ballot)

To see

yes 397 No 220
firtiele

4'.

farmington Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the
if the Town will vote to amend the Town of
planning Board as follows: Insert into Section 1.14 a definition for "f)og Training facility" and amend
the Table of permitted Qses to include "©og Training facility". (Offieial Ballot)

To see

yes 362 No

261

firtiele 5.

farmington Zoning Ordinance as proposed by the
if the Town will vote to amend the Town of
planning Board as follows: flmend See. 2.01, Table 2.01(S), Sec. 2.02, Table 2.02(S) and Sec. 2.03, Table
yard
Setback
15
"Minimum
(Official Ballot)
add
to
"Rear
feet".
2.03(B)

To see

yes 551 No 249
firtiele 6.

To see if the Town will vote to amend the Town of farmington flood plain development Ordinance as
"definitions of Terms, an amended
proposed by the planning Board as follows: Insert into ITCM
definition of "development" and "Manufactured f\omiz". (Official Ballot)
1.

yes 393 No 207
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tirtieliz 7.

To sgsz: if thjz Town will vote to amjznd th(z Town of f armington flood plain ©jzvglopmsznt Ordinancg as
proposed bg the planning Board as follows: Insert into iTeM 1. <E)efinitions of Terms, a definition for
"New Construction" and "Violation. (Offieial Ballot)
yes 404 No 190
firtiele S.

To see if the town will vote to amend the Town of farmington flood plain development Ordinance as
proposed by the Planning Board as follows: flmend ITeM VII. to add the notice of all scheduled
hearings before the Wetlands Bureau, clarify the involvement of the Code enforcement Officer and add
reference to encroachments. (Offieial Ballot)

yes 445 No 166
firtiele 9.

plain development Ordinance as
if the Town will vote to amend the Town of farmington flood
proposed by the planning Board as follows: flmend ITeM Vlll.I.(b) and ITeM \?II1.2.(e) to refer to Zone fl.

To see

(Offieial Ballot)

yes 36S No 198
firtiele 10

|>5,773,551.00 (five Million, ieven
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
tlundred and Seventy Three Thousand, five Hundred and fifty One f)ollars) for the operation,
expenses, and commitments of town government which represents the bottom line of column No. 8 (The
Budget Committees Budget) in the posted budget (MI)-7). This appropriation does not include any of the
appropriations presented in firtieles H through 21. The lieleetmen and Budget Committee recommend
this article. (Majority vote required) (This articliz has a tax iwpact of -26 e^nts). (*§iziz notiz*)

To see

Sylvia fircouette
Capello. Being

made

a motion to movii firtiele 24 to be done

no discussion,

the motion

was approved by

a

show

first.

This

was seconded by

of cards vote, (go to

"flrticle

flrthur

24)

Steve ©urranee made a motion to accept, seconded by Mike Morin. Barry Clliott asked for clarification
on a couple of line items that showed increases/decreases, flrthur Capello asked if the salt and sand
lines were going to be able to make it this year. Joel said that he is currently in the black, but that we
may also have storms in November and ©eeember. Jacqueline Capello asked what the %, employees pay
for health insurance and what was the raise % overall. "Raises were 4.1% across the board which was

be 3.1% for COlsfl and an additional 1%. for health insurance the town actually
to save on the overall rate, but there have been changes and additions to
the plans which has resulted in an increase overall. The contribution ranges from single/2person/family
This is a flat rate, but Jacqueline wanted to know the % which works out to be
from |>20-50.
approximately 5% contribution by employees. Sylvia fircouette asked where the 4.1% increase came
Town fJdministrator, Tony Mincu stated that the actual cost of living from the New
from.
Sylvia fircouette asked the public Works ©ireetor what
Cngland/Boston region for clerical is 4.3%.
later explained to

changed providers so we able

bridges he planned on doing this year. Joel stated that there was scheduled an upgrade on Paulson Rd.,
membrane on Cocheeo "Rd. bridge and the balance was for general bridge maintenance. Mike Morin
made a motion to increase the bottom line by $20,000 for salt/sand. This was duly seconded bringing
the total to |>5,793,551.00. flfter discussion on encumbering sand and the fund balance, the amendment
was defeated by a show of cards vote. fJfter discussion on erosion control and feMfl money, the
article was approved by a show of cards vote.
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flrtieliJ

n

if the Town will raise and appropriate $61,800.00 /or the purpose of funding the "§afe Walk to
Schools" Grant. The Town shall be reimbursed from the Ntl department of Transportation for the total
amount requested (|)6J,S00.00). The lieleetiwen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required) (This articliz will ha vn no impact on thiz tax rat.cj

To

Size

made a motion to approve, seconded by Gail eilis. firthur Capello asked if we have
commitment for reimbursement. Tony said that we have a firm commitment. Charlie King asked if this
number was correct as he was hearing concerns. He wanted to know if it needed to be amended. Tony
said it was the correct number for the town side. Linda Isibby asked what was going to happen with this
money. Cindy Paulin stated that the grant will provide school signage at dangerous intersections, fllso
up behind the tlenry Wilson School there will be a separate pathway with a guardrail. This is from
federal money that comes down to the state and it is required to put in the form of a warrant article.
The article was approved by a show of cards vote.
Steve ©urrance

firtiele 12
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $92,000. (Ninety two thousand dollars) for the
purchase of a new dump truck with plow equipment for the public Works department and to authorize
the withdrawal of 3.42,000.00 (forty two thousand dollars) from the Highway Motorized Capital "Reserve
fund to apply towards this purchase with the balance of l>50,000 (fifty thousand dollars) to come from
general taxation. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this article. (Majority vote required)
(This articliz will hav^a tax ratp impact of
cents).

To see

W

made a motion to approve, seconded by Steve Henry. Penny Morin said yesterday
to have a new bus to transport children. She felt that a school bus was necessary and in
money should have gone to the school bus. flfter questions on the number of trucks we
presently have and the life span of the new truck, Steve ©urrance asked what the tax impact would be if
we use more out of the capital reserve fund. Tony explained would be approximately $.02. $49,000 is
.10.
firthur Capello asked if we were looking at anything next year for replacement. Joel stated that,

firthur Capello

it

was voted down
her opinion

it

based on the CIP a loader

is

due next year.

Whether or not

this will

be done

is

questionable.

John

Wingate, Trustee of the Trust funds, stated that there is not enough money to fund all of the truck from
the capital reserve fund, fifter discussion on repairing the old truck, it was approved by a show of
cards vote.
t?rtiele 13

To see

the

if

Town

vote to raise and appropriate $27,000 (Twenty-seven Thousand ©oUars) for the
to authorize the withdrawal of $11,000 (Cleven Thousand ©oUars) of

will

purchase of one police cruiser and

surplus funds from the Police Outside details Special "Revenue fund to apply toward this purchase,
with the balance of $16,000 (Sixteen Thousand "Dollars) to come from general taxation. The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority Vote "Required) ^77?/^ article will have
a tax rate impact of 3 cents).

Manny announced
proceeds to go
Stephen tlenry.

that

food and drink were available

to relay for

life.

Sylvia flrcouette

at

a bake sale being held

made

a motion to

approve

in

the activity

firtiele 13,

room

with

seconded by

Steve ©urrance asked what happens if that surplus doesn't appear in the Special
"Revenue fund. Chief "Roberge explained that the surplus is already there from 2007. Brian Beaverstock
asked the Chief to tell us what we would be replacing. Chief explained that we presently have 5 vehicles

used for patrol. There is also a 6"^ vehicle which is the dog officer vehicle. Three of the vehicles have
over 100,000 miles on them. We would be replacing the one with just over 130,000/5 years old. The
article was approved by a show of cards vote.
firtiele 14

To see

if

the

Town

will

vote to raise and appropriate $9,000.00 (Nine Thousand dollars) for the purpose
in the Goodwin Library. This amount is to come from general

of installing a ©igital fire fllarm System
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Iiaxation.

Th(Z Sizlizctmizn

Rgquirgd^

fr/?/i.'

ati/e/p will

and Budgizt

CoTOTOittiZg

rizeommsznd this appropriation.

ha \'c a lax rate iivpaci of 2

(Majority

Votsz

e.e/7/.s/

Wik(2 Morin madiz a motion to approviz, S(zeond|zd by flrthur Capizllo. fin explanation o\ thg; present
system which is just a heat detector system, not wired to anything was made vs. the new system which is
heat and smoke detection which will be wired to a service directly connected to the fire department.
Chief fowler stated that the current system does not meet code and there is ^to warning device, tie felt
that it is important to upgrade to a digital alarm. Charlie King asked if the building was a town owned
and maintained building.
f)eborah Christie, Isibrarian, explained that the building is owned by the
farmington public Library fissociation which is run by trustees. The article was approved by a show of
cards vote.

•flrtiele 15

To see if the Town will vote to establish a new Capital Reserve fund under the provisions of 'RI)fJ 35:1 for
the purpose of meeting the Towns financial obligations (accrued leave time, sick leave, longevity) should
a long term employee quit or retire, and to raise and appropriate §20,000 to be placed in this fund, and
to appoint the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend. The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required) (This article has a tax ratiz impact of 4 cents).
Mike Morin made a motion to approve, seconded by penny Morin. Brian §t. Onge asked what the
average cost for an employee leaving comes out to. Tony explained that it is a variable depending on
the longevity and accrued/used vacation time. If a short term employee who is conscientious about not
using their time it might be 1)1500-3000. It was explained that we currently have 3 long time employees
who have accrued a lot o\ time and there has been no provision in past budgets to compensate if
someone leaves. Much discussion ensued as to accrual under the old/new policies. When asked what it
would cost to fully fund the current 3 long time employees, Tony estimated between $50,000-$60,000.
§teven ©urranee made a motion for this to be changed to be withdrawn from the undesignated fund
balance, seconded by ©ebra Cantwell. Serry McCarthy said that the state recommends between 8-17%
fund balance for emergencies. The town is trying to get to 12% and maintain it at that level- flnything
over that will go back to reduce the tax rate. Mike Morin felt that, under general budget law, you have to
name where it is to come from. The amendment was opposed from a show of cards vote. Stephen tlenry
made a motion to add " to come from general taxation", seconded by Tracy Cameron. This amendment
was approved by a show of cards vote, fred pitman made a motion to amend that anything left over this
year up to $60,000 in excesses from the personnel budget be placed into this fund. This was duly
seconded. Stephen tlenry asked if he meant including this year $20,000 plus up to when that fund
reaches §60,000. It is What fred intended it to mean. Charlie King asked for clarification as to whether
we would be bringing forth a warrant article every year to add it in. It was felt that something would
have to be added yearly. It was felt that you could have a surplus on the personnel line, but you need
some of it to cover other lines which were overspent. This was accepted as a friendly amendment by
both motioners. Tracy Cameron made a motion to call the question, duly seconded and approved by a
show of cards vote. It was clarified that the Selectmen would be required to bring a yearly article
forward. The amendment failed by a counted show of cards vote. Mike ©rew made a motion to call the
question, duly seconded. This was approved by a show o\ cards vote. The article was approved as
written by a show of cards vote.
jlrtiele 16

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of l>4'0,000.00 (forty Thousand dollars) to
be added to the public Safety Building Capital Reserve fund previously established. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required^ (This article will have a tax
rate impact of S cents).

made a motion to approve, seconded by Steven ©ean. flrthur Capgllo asked how much
now and what was the plan. Currently the fund has $170,000 and the police ©epartment

Sylvia fircouette

was

in

the fund
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looking

i§ prizsizntly

at a

building to buy for a polieg dgpartmiznt. Thg.

artielsz

was approved by

a

show

of cards votg.

flrtielii

To

SiZiz

n
if

th(Z

Town

will

vote to

raissz

and appropriatjz

th(2

sum

of 1.11,105.00 (eigVjzn

Thousand

Onsz

previously established future Technology Improvements
Capital Reserve fund. The lielfzetnien and Budget Committee reeommend this appropriation. (Majority
will
vp
ha
a tax rate impact of 2 cents)
vote required) fTf7/s article
tlundrizd five "Dollars) to

b(Z

added

to

th(Z

Joan funk made a motion to approve, seconded by dylvia fireouette- Sylvia asked for an explanation
for the possible uses of the fund. Tony explained that it would be used for future upgrades to software
and computers, l>teve fxi&ri asked if this fund included channel 26. Tony said that it does not. The
article was approved by a show of cards vote.
flrtiele IS

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500.00 (ieven Thousand five
Hundred ©ollars) to be added to the public Buildings Maintenance Capital "Reserve fund previously
The Selizetmen and Budget Committee reeommend
established. This sum is to be raised by taxation.
this appropriation. (Majority vote required)

(This article will

ha ve a tax rate impact of I cents)

made a motion to approve, seconded by penny Morin. fin explanation as to the
purpose of the fund and how much is presently in the fund was made by Tony. There is |>33,656 in fund
and the purpose is for the buildings infrastructure upgrading/maintenance - boilers being one thing
that comes to mind. When asked if there are any withdrawing that needs to be done this year, Tony said
that we will be possibly be taking bids on possible boiler replacement at the town office building. The
article was approved by a show of cards vote.

Jacqueline Capeilo

flrtiele 19

Thousand, §ix Hundred
if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $19,600. (Ninet)^en
dollars) to support the operation of the farmington Community preservation Suild. The
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majoritg Vot(2 r(2quir(2d) (This

To s>m

article ^ill

ha ve a tax rate impact of 4-

Penny Morin made

a motion to approve,

cents).

seconded by Paul parker. ©iseussion ensued on the current

status of the preservation guild. Tony explained that it is going to be winding down, flfter discussion
with the ©Rfl, Tony said that it would not a good idea to leave it appropriated for that purpose. Much
praise was given to the guild and to Cindy paulin for her efforts, flrthur Capeilo, make a motion to

change the amount to zero dollars, seconded by Stephen Henry. Tracy Cameron said that discussion
had ensued for it to be placed for the Cxplorer program for grownups and she wanted to know if
anything had changed since that discussion, flrthur Capeilo stated that he did not believe you can
change the article to read that because it would change the intent. Tony stated that he called ?)Rfl and
and placing the 1)19,600 into the operating budget into the
they recommended moving this article to
parks and recreation program. Jofinn ©oke asked if the selectmen recommend that this be turned over
to the recreation department. Serald McCarthy could be a good idea, but think he felt that it should be
reviewed by the SOS, not just turned over. Marty Gilman didn't feel that he had enough financial
information to make a decision. Joel Chagnon also felt that it was too quick to come to a decision, tie
felt that it would be a good opportunity to try to continue the explorer program by allowing it to be part
Stephen tlenry made a motion to call the question, duly seconded and
of the operating budget.
approved by a show of cards vote. The amendment was approved by a show of cards vote. The article,
as amended, was approved by a show of cards vote, fl motion was made by Stephen tlenry, to
reconsider fJrticle 10, seconded by Mike Morin. Mike Morin made a motion to amend t^rticle 10 by
$19,600 adding it to lines 4520-4529 (parks and Recreation), seconded by "Rebecca Howard, flrthur
Capeilo expressed concern that we are not sure it will be able to be accomplished. Paul Parker said that
he thought that the Cxplorer Program was by far too important and that it should also read for the
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purposg oj the explorer prograrw. This was aeeizpted as a Jri(zndly amizndmgnt by Mik(Z Morin
and 'Rizbgcea Howard. Thg Ijizlizctmgn wgrsz again pollgd and agrgizd tliat tiiey think it is a good program,
but they have not had enough time or information to make a good decision at this point. Stephen tienry
pointed out that this is open to other towns as well. Currently the administration cost is all born by the
farmington taxpayer. The other towns are paying for the participation, but not the administration, tie
feels that the selectmen should speak to other towns to get the people in other towns to pay for a share.
Penny Morin made a motion to call the question, duly seconded. The amendment to add SI9,600 to the
recreation lines ^520-4-529 \o be used specifically for the explorer Program was approved by a show of
cards vote. The article, as amended, was approved by a show of cards vote. Paul Parker made a
motion to restrict reconsideration, duly seconded and approved by a show of cards vote.
spizeij'ie

20
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of S>30,000.00 (Thirty Thousand dollars) to
be added to the emergency Medical Motorized equipment Capital 'Reserve fund previously established.
Thjz Selectmen and Budget Committee reeommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required) (This
articlfZ will ha \^iz a tax ra t<z impact of 6 cents)
tirtiele

Stephen tienry made a motion to approve, seconded by Mike Morin. Jean pease and Steven ©ean both
spoke of their experience expressing the need for this. Charlie King made a motion to call the question,
seconded by Gail Cllis and approved by a show of cards vote. The article was approved by a show of
cards vote.
flrtieliz 2t

To see

if

dollars)

th(2

to

established.

Town
be

will

added

vote to raise and appropriate the
to

the

"Recreation

"Department

sum

The Selectmen and ©udget Committee reeommend
will have Q tax rate impact of 1 cent).

Thousand
fund previously

of 1)3,000.00 (Three

Capital

"Reserve

this appropriation.

(Majority

vote required) (This article
Steve ©urrance

made

a motion to approve,

seconded by penny Morin. It was explained that this was
The article was approved by a show of cards vote.

primarily a fund to provide transportation needs.

firtiele

22

•flceeptance of Credit Cards.

The Town Clerk-Tax Collector

will

be allowed to accept credit card

payments pursuant

to RSfl S0:52-c for the collection of local taxes, charges generated by the sale of
services or other fees. The Town will add to the amount due, in addition to any interest and
penalties payable, a service charge for the acceptance of the card. The amount of the service charge
shall be disclosed at the time of the billing. The Soard of Selectmen in coordination with the Town Clerkutility

Tax Collector may adopt rules and regulations regarding the collection procedures. (Majority Vote
Inquired)
Sylvia flrcouette

made

a motion to approve, seconded by Steven ?)urranee.

service charge and the legality of charging one, the article
firtiele

was approved by

a

flfter

show

discussion on the

of cards vote.

23

if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell to the highest bidder municipal vehicles
and other equipment as determined by the Selectmen, with proceeds to go into the general fund.

To see

(Majority Vote Inquired)

Mike Morin made a motion to approve, seconded by Stephen tienry. Steven ©urranee made a motion to
amend, with proceeds to go to the highway capital reserve fund, duly seconded. Stephen tienry pointed
out that some of these vehicles may not be highway vehicles and the motion was changed to whatever
department's capital reserve fund that the equipment came from.
The change was accepted by the
motioners as a friendly amendment. It was established that this would still have to be a warrant article
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(ZVizrg yizar.

call thsz

The anQgndment

approved by a show of cards
firtiele

Jailsid

by a eount(zd show of cards votg. firthur Capizllo madg: a motion to
show of cards vote. The article was

question, sgeondszd by Gail eilis and approvjzd by a
vote.

24

if the Town will vote to accept the roads known as <l)ky View ©rive and Whipporwill "Ridge as
Town roads. The acceptance is subject to the top-wearing course of paveTTQent being installed
on Whippoorwill 'Ridge by the developer, "Rlifl development IsIsC. (By Petition) (Majority Vote Inquired)

To see

Class 5

firthur Capello made a motion to
Cindy Snowden, petitioner, stated the reasons for the petition,
approve, seconded by ©eb Cantwell. Charlie King answered Jacqueline Capellos's question on why this
is being brought to town meeting by saying that the only way a road can be adopted is at town meeting.
It is planning board policy to require that all roads require a homeowner's association until accepted at
town meeting. There is no other mechanism in place for the town to accept the roads. Much discussion
ensued concerning the town standards and questions on other private roads were answered. It was felt
that it should be a priority to invite all road associations in and have a discussion about the road
acceptance plan. Part of the acceptance under the plan would require a 5 year maintenance bond which

would ensure that any immediate problems would be taken care of without raising taxes. I>teve ©ean
made a motion to call the question, seconded by firthur Capello. This was approved by a show of cards
Sylvia t^rcouette make a motion to restrict
vote. The article was defeated by a show of cards vote.
reconsideration, seconded by liteve ©urrance. Manny explained that this means -{Article 24 cannot come
up again tonight. There was no discussion and the motion was approved by a show of cards vote,
firtiele 10

tirtiele

To
fl

was then read,

(see firtiele 10)

25

transact such other business as

motion

to

may

legally

come before

Vote 'Required)

adjourn was made, duly seconded and approved by a show of cards vote

Respectfully submitted.

Kathy

this meeting. (Majority

k leaver

Town Clerk-Tax

Collector
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at

HiOOpM

"^

^^
In

mgmoru

emfjst

of our

farmington t?g§idgnts who passgd awaq

Isola f)r!2W

Varina Nf^weomb

Isafjzbrviz

Constancy Trudgl
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